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Introduction to the Web-based version of Dhaŋu languages 
- (Wangurri, Gälpu, Golumala, et.al.) 

Originally spoken by a number of clans located between Elcho Island and Yirrkala 
(see map), Dhaŋu is one of a several Yolŋu dialects currently spoken in the 
northeast Arnhem Land communities of Galiwin’ku, Yirrkala, Gunyaŋara, Milingimbi 
and Gapuwiyak. 
In all, a total of 915 lexical entries words have been reproduced in .pdf format and 
these are alphabetically sorted according to the Yolŋu alphabet developed by Beulah 
Lowe. Most entries have been collected and arranged by ARDS linguist Dr Marilyn 
McLellan over a 5 year period from 2008 to 2012. If viewed in Adobe Reader 9.0, the 
search function allows the reader to search for all occurrences of a particular word in 
either English or Dhaŋu. 

A small number of words have been removed from the wordlist in consultation with 
the custodians of particular Yolŋu ceremonies. Such references to the particular law 
and ceremonies of these clans would cause offence if such words were to be made 
public. Also, a number of English borrowings contained in audio recordings of 
transcribed Wangurri texts have not been included. Notes on the composition of 
entries and any abbreviations used have been included to assist in using the 
dictionary, as well as some brief notes on pronunciation and grammar (see below). 
It should also be noted that the dictionary may contain the names of some recently 
deceased Yolŋu persons, and so care should be exercised when using any of the 
words from this dictionary, to avoid causing offence. 

Description of Entries 

• Yolŋu word: The main word being defined. The order in which each word is
sorted is based on the English alphabet and this dictionary can be used very 
much like a normal English dictionary. There are some differences, however, 
as there are some letters in Dhaŋu that are not found in English and vice 
versa. The Dhaŋu alphabet on which the entries are sorted are listed below 
(See: Orthography and Pronunciation).  

 Part of Speech: i.e. adjective, noun, intransitive verb (see Grammar notes

below).

 Definition: where there are several related meanings or uses these are

numbered separately.

 Variant : Other possible pronunciations or spellings.

 Usage: Additional comments on the manner or context of use.

N.B. Headings in italics appear in this form in the body of the dictionary. 



Abbreviations 
 
Parts of Speech 
 
adj   adjective 
adv   adverb 
conj   conjunction 
dem   demonstrative pronoun 
int   interjection 
n   noun 
Pn  Proper noun 
pro  pronoun 
q  question 
suff  suffix 
v-part  verb particle 
vi   intransitive verb 
vt   transitive verb 
redup   reduplicated verb 
 
 
Grammar and Language 
 
pl   plural 
sng   singular 

 
 
Orthography and Pronunciation 
 
The orthography used in this dictionary was developed by Beulah Lowe during the 
1950’s and has become the standard used today in all Yolŋu communities. It is 
based on the English alphabet and uses corresponding letters wherever possible. 
Where the sound does not exist in English devices such as combinations of two 
letters or digraphs and underlines have been used to represent these sounds. In 
addition, three non-English symbols – ä, ŋ and ‘ - have been adopted. It is important 
to note that digraphs are not two separate sounds such as the ‘ny’ in many, but 
represent a single sound just as the ‘sh’ does in the English word ‘shoe’. 

 
The following is the Yolŋu alphabet. It is based on the order of the English alphabet. 
Each letter is accompanied by an English approximation and an 
explanation of how it is to be pronounced. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Dhaŋu (Yolŋu) Alphabet 
 

Letter English 
Approx. 

Pronunciation 

 ‘ uh The apostrophe represents a glottal stop. It is made by stopping 
airflow right at the back of the throat. This sound is found in 
English as the break between vowels ‘uh. ah.’ Used when 
reprimanding a small child. 

a around The ‘a’ vowel has both a long and a short version. This is the 
short ‘a’ such as in ‘around’. 

ä father The dots make this a long ‘a’ like in ‘father’. Yolŋu call this 
“buthurumirri” or ‘having ears’. 

b 
ball This sound is the same as as the English ‘b’, however it is not 

followed by a puff of air (that is, aspirated) as it is in English. 

d doll English ‘d’ but again, not aspirated. 

ḏ - Similar to a ‘d’ but is pronounced by curling the tongue back so 
the underside of the tip touches the roof of the mouth. Don’t 
overdo it. Just touch the tongue to the small ridge behind the 
teeth. It creates an r sounding quality before the letter similar to 
the sound of ‘card’ in American English. This is called the 
retroflex tongue position and is indicated by the underline. 

dh - This is a diagraph representing just one sound. It sounds much 
like an English ‘d’ but the addition of the h indicates the sound 
should be made with the tip of the tongue poking out between 
the teeth. This tongue position is known as interdental. 

dj judge The letter is just one sound similar to the English ‘j’. While 
saying the letter ‘j’ notice the middle of your tongue is pushed 
up against the roof of the mouth. In Yolŋu Matha the tongue is 
pushed further forward so that the tip of the tongue is down 
behind the bottom teeth. This is the lamino-dental tongue 
position. 

e peat This is the long version of the ‘i’ vowel. It sounds like the ‘i’ 

in ‘pit’ but is held longer such as the vowel sound in ‘peat’. 

g gull Similar to English ‘g’ but again, not aspirated 

i pit The short version of the ‘i’ vowel. Sounds like the ‘i’ in ‘pit’. 

k ski Similar to English ‘k’ but again, not aspirated. 

   



l 
leaf This is the same as the English word ḻeaf’ but not the same as 

the ‘l’ in mall. 

ḻ - The underline indicates a retroflex sound so it sounds like an ‘l’ 
but is made with the tongue curled back (See ḏ). 

m 
mother Equivalent to English ‘m’. 

n nectar Equivalent to English ‘n’. 

ṉ - An ‘n’ sound made with the tongue curled back in retroflex 
tongue position. (See ḏ). 

nh - An ‘n’ sound made with the tongue between the teeth in 
interdental position. (See dh). 

ny onion Similar to the English ‘n’ in the word ‘new’. The tongue is in the 
same position as for dj – the lamino-dental position. 

ŋ singer The letter ŋ is the same as the English sound in the word 
‘singer’. It is made with the back of the tongue against the roof 

of the mouth in the velar position. Unlike in English, this sound 
can also occur at the beginning of words. 

o or This is equivalent to the English vowel in ‘poor’ and ‘paw’ and 
‘pore’ and ‘pour’ and ‘or’. It is a long vowel. Unlike in English, 

this sound is always spelt with an ‘o’ in Yolŋu Matha. 

p 
spy Similar to English ‘p’ but again, not aspirated. 

r round This sounds similar to the ‘r’ sound in English but is also made 
by curling the tongue back to retroflex position. 

rr 
Butter 

(said 
fast) 

This is a flapped r. It is just a quick tap of the tongue tip against 
the roof of the mouth, just behind the teeth. It is equivalent to 
the ‘t’ in the word ‘butter’ when it is said very fast. Another way 
to think about it is a as rolled or trilled ‘r’ bur with only one roll. 

t tall Similar to English ‘t’ but again, not aspirated. 

ṯ - A ‘t’ sound made with the tongue curled back in retroflex tongue 
position. (See ḏ). 

th - Be careful, this is not pronounced like the English ‘theme’. 
Rather it sounds like a hard ‘t’ but is made in interdental position 
with the tongue protruding between the teeth. 

tj chair Similar to the English sound ‘ch’ in ‘chair’ but with the tongue 

pushed further forward into lamino-dental position (See dj) 

u put This short vowel is equivalent to the English ‘u’ in ‘put’. 



w wool Similar to English ‘w’ 

y yellow Similar to English ‘y’ 

 
So to revise, the letters m, n, l, w, and y are very similar to their English equivalents. 
For the letters b, p, d, t, g, and k the position of the tongue is the same as the 
English equivalents, however they are not aspirated (i.e followed by a puff of air). 
The letters dh, th and nh are known as interdental as they are made with the tip of 
the tongue between the teeth. 
 
The underlined letters ḏ, ṯ, ḻ, ṉ, plus  r  are known as retroflex consonants as the 
tongue curls back so the underside of the tip touches the roof of the mouth. It creates 
an r sounding quality before the letter. 
 
The letters dj, tj and ny are similar to the English j, ch, and the n in new but the 
tongue is pushed further forward so that the tip of the tongue is down behind the 
bottom teeth. This is the lamino-dental position. 
 
The letter ŋ is the ‘ng’ sound in ‘singer’. The tongue is in the velar position. Unlike 
in English it can occur at the beginning of words. 
 
The letter rr is a flapped r. It is equivalent to the t in the word butter when it is said 

very fast. 
 
Finally, there are six vowels – a long and short ‘a’ and ‘i’ plus a ‘u’ and an ‘o’. The 
long vowels ( ä, e and o ) are only ever found in the first syllable of a word. 
 
It is also worth noting that the voiceless consonants, p, th, t, ṯ, tj and k never occur 
at the start of a word or after a nasal. 
 
The following table shows the consonants grouped according to how they are 
pronounced and the position of the tongue. 
 

 bilabial interdental alveolar retroflex laminodental velar glottal 

Stops b    p dh    th d    t d    t dj    tj g    k ‘ 

Nasals m nh n n ny ŋ  

Laterals   l l    

Other w  rr r  y  

 
Also note hyphens are used between compound words. Compound words are two 
unique words that have been joined together to create a new meaning that is 
different from the sum of the original meanings. 

 
 
 
 
 



Search Function 
 
To effectively use the Adobe Reader 9.0 search function to search for words 
containing non-standard English characters viz. ( ä , ḏ , ṉ , ḻ , ṯ , ŋ ) the following 
keyboard strokes are required: 
 

For  ä  type  ä 
For  ḏ  type  ḏ 
  “ ṉ    “  ṉ 
  “  ḻ    “  ḻ 
  “  ṯ    “  ṯ 
  “  ŋ    “  ŋ 

 
Example : to search for ŋäṉḏi  

type ‘Ctrl F’ to bring up a search window,  
then type in  ŋäṉḏi 
The desired search results will appear displaying 4 entries. These can 
all be viewed by clicking on the search results one-by-one. 

 
 
Grammar 
 
The grammar of Djaŋu is very different to that of English and is a complex and 
intricate system. The language learner is referred to Beulah Lowe’s Grammar 
Lessons in Gupapuyŋu. Other reference grammars are also available (see 
Publications). Here we will mention only some important points relevant to this 
dictionary. 
 
 
Suffixes 
 
In Djaŋu, new words are regularly derived from others either by adding a suffix 
or compounding two words. 
 
Suffixes (or morphemes) can be attached to nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs to 
perform a wide range of tasks. Attached to nouns they may indicate case, 
ownership, location etc. Attached to verbs they form part of the tense system just as 
the ‘-ed’ in ‘walked’ indicates the past tense. These are grammatical functions and 

the effect they have on meaning is always regular and as such do not need to be 
included in the dictionary. 
 
Adjectives and verbs can be formed from the noun by attaching suffixes. In most 
instances the new meaning is regular and is easily devisable as in the above 
example. However, the new meaning can sometimes differ from what we might 
expect. This can be because it refers to cultural information or connotations very 
different to our own. This is the same as a new learner of English not understanding 
the term ‘pub crawl’. Thus, Yolŋu people may see a connection where we see none. 
Other times, it may be that the original connection has been lost or changed. Only 

http://www.ards.com.au/pages/Online-Store.html


when the meaning is not predictable has the word and suffix been entered in the 
dictionary. 
 
 
Verbs 
 
There are six forms (or conjugations) of verbs.  
These six forms interact with several other particles to form the complex tense, mood 
and aspect system of Djaŋu. The Neutral, Imperative, Irrealis, Nominal, Perfective 
and Habitual Perfective forms vary depending on the ending of the Neutral form.  
 
 
Transitive and Intransitive Verbs 
 
Most verbs are marked as either transitive or intransitive.The distinction between 
these two types of verbs is an important one. This is because, unlike in English, 
Yolŋu verbs are either one or the other, transitive or intransitive, but very rarely both. 
 
An intransitive verb is one that occurs with only one participant, usually the ‘doer’ of 
an action. A transitive verb has two participants, a doer and someone or thing the 
action was done to. 
 
In English, the same verb is often used in either case - with one participant or two. 
This is rarely the case in Djaŋu. Usually a different verb must be used in either case. 
 
It is important to know if a verb is transitive or intransitive so that the speaker 
knows which context or scenarios it can be used in. 

Happy learning ! 

Howard Amery  

Language Services Co-ordinator 

August 2014 
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-a  suff. Signals the focus of the discourse. Also indicates sequence of actions, events or lists. Also an 'episode 

marker' indicating the end of an episode in the story being told. i.e. a type of switch reference. This 

allomorph occurs in verbs only, following /n/. 

-a-a-a  suff. The activity being discussed is extended on and on (suffix acting as a reduplication marker for verbs). 

-bay  suff. emphatic on personal pronouns making the meaning "she herself" or "they themselves". 

-buy  suff. Suffix denoting Association: about/associated with. Follows nasals in non-human nominals (associative 

case marker with a non-human focus). 

-da  suff. this suffix is used to turn verbs into nouns. Other nominal (noun) suffixes may follow it. It follows Form 

1 (netural) of the verbs of Class 1 verbs. 

-dhu  suff. Suffix added to a noun to indicate the agent of an action. It may be the Subject of a transitive verb 

and/or the instrument with which the action was done. Often given two separate meanings: Ergative suffix, 

marking subject of a transitive clause and Instrument suffix. -dhu follows nasals (agentive case marker). 

— suff. Suffix added to words or phrases to locate time (temporal case marker). 

-dhu-  suff. Forms Class 1A verbs. Can be added to nominals to form verbs, but the great majority of verb roots 

with this suffix have no nominal function. Follows nasals. 

-dji  suff. be, become (suffix added to non-verbs to form an intransitive verb). 

-gu  suff. Dative suffix indicating possession or patient/recipient. Follows nasals. 

-guḻi  suff. to, towards. The allative attached to human nouns ending in a nasal. (allative case marker). 

-guŋ  suff. Originating from a person. Always added to human nominals, never non-human to indicate the source of 

that which is being spoken about. Follows human nominals ending in nasals. (originator suffix). 

-gura  suff. in, at, on. Attached to human nouns ending in a nasal (locative suffix with a human focus). 

-guru  suff. from, away from. Attached to human nouns ending in a nasal. (ablative case marker). 

-gurumurru  suff. through. Perlative suffix added to nominals ending in a nasal. 

-guruy  suff. about, associated with. Suffix denoting association which is added to human nominals ending in 

nasals (associative case marker with a human focus). 

-ku  suff. Dative suffix indicating possession or patient/recipient. Follows voiceless stops (dative case marker). 

-kuḻi  suff. to, towards. The allative attached to human nouns ending in a voiceless stop (allative case marker with 

huiman focus). 

-kum  suff. Causative suffix added to adjectives to form transitive verbs (causative case marker). 

-kuŋ  suff. Originating from a person. Always added to human nominals, never non-human to indicate the source of 

that which is being spoken about. Follows human nominals ending in voiceless stops. (originator suffix with 

a human focus). 

-kura  suff. in, at, on (locative suffix attached to human noun ending in a voiceless stop). 

-kuru  suff. from, away from. Attached to human nouns ending in a voiceless stop. (ablative case marker). 

-kurumurru  suff. through. Perlative Suffix added to human nominals ending in a voiceless stop. 

-kuruy  suff. about; associated with. Suffix denoting association which is added to human nominals ending in 

voiceless stops (associative case marker with human focus). 

-ḻi  suff. to, towards (allative case marker with non-human focus). 

-m  suff. signals prominence in the text (emphasis marker). 

-ma  suff. emphasis marker. 

-ma  suff. verb suffix for neutral form of group 2A verbs. 

-ma  suff. Added to verbs to form the meaning of causing that action. The verb becomes a Class 1D verb 
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(causative case marker). 

-mara-  suff. Added to verbs to form the meaning of causing that action. The verb becomes a Class 1D verb 

(causative case marker). 

-mi  suff. This suffix, when added to noun X, derives a noun meaning 'having the x quality'. 

— suff. This suffix is added to the verb to indicate that the action is performed on oneself, or that it is 

reciprocated between two or more people. The reflexive suffix '-mi' is added to the nominalised verb in all 

but Subclasses 1A, 1B and 1C where it is added to Form 1 (Neutral Form) of the verb. 

-miŋga  suff. causative added to a verb. 

-mu  suff. emphatic marker. 

-murru  suff. through. (Perlative Suffix) Added to non-human nominals. 

-n  suff. Perfective of any verb which declines. 

— suff. The neutral ending of any verb which declines with '-thu' suffix. 

-n  suff. Signals the focus of the discourse. Also indicates sequence of actions, events or lists. Also an 'episode 

marker' indicating the end of an episode in the story being told. i.e. a type of switch reference. This 

allomorph occurs in verbs only, following a vowel. 

-nha  suff. Signals the focus of the discourse. Also indicates sequence of actions, events or lists. Also an 'episode 

marker' indicating the end of an episode in the story being told. i.e. a type of switch reference. 

— suff. Marks the object of a transitive verb when that object is a person. When the object is not a person, no 

suffix is added to it. It is found in all places except following vowels (accusative case marker). 

-nhara  suff. this suffix is used to turn verbs into nouns. Other nominal (noun) suffixes may follow it. 

-nharra  suff. without that quality (privitive suffix). 

-ny  suff. Marks the object of a transitive verb when that object is a person. When the object is not a person, no 

suffix is added to it. It is found following nasals (accusative case marker). 

-nyara  suff. this suffix is used to turn verbs into nouns. Other nominal (noun) suffixes may follow it. -nyara is 

used instead of -nhara following the vowel 'i'. 

-ŋa  suff. in, at, on (locative suffix added to all non-human nouns). 

-ŋu  suff. nominaliser. Turns adjectives into nouns. 

-ŋuru  suff. from, away from (attached to non-human nouns) (ablative case marker). 

-pi  suff. emphasis clitic for some pronouns. 

-puy  suff. Suffix denoting association: about/associated with. Follows voiceless stops in non-human nominals. 

-rra  suff. Suffix added to verbs to form the Habitual Perfective, "used to ...". 

-thu  suff. Suffix added to a noun to indicate the agent of an action. It may be the Subject of a transitive verb 

and/or the instrument with which the action was done. Follows voiceless stops. (agentive case marker). 

— suff. Suffix added to words or phrases to locate time (temporal case marker). 

-thu-  suff. Forms Class 1A verbs. Can be added to nominals to form verbs, but the great majority of verb roots 

with this suffix have no nominal function. Follows voiceless stops. 

-tji  suff. be, become (suffix added to non-verbs to form an intransitive verb). 

-wa  suff. Makes the imperative form of Group 1 verbs. 

-wan  suff. makes the perfective form of Group 1 verbs. 

-way  suff. emphatic on personal pronouns making the meaning "she herself" or "they themselves". 

-witjun  suff. a bound morpheme indicating a state of expectation or anticipation (always used with another word 

to form an idiom). 

-wu  suff. Suffix indicating dative: possession or patient/recipient; of, for Follows vowels, laterals and rhotics. 

-wuḻi  suff. to towards. The allative attached to human nouns, following vowels, liquids and rhotics (allative case 

marker with human focus). 

-wuŋ  suff. Originating from a person. Always added to human nominals, never non-human to indicate the source 

of that which is being spoken about. Follows human nominals ending in vowels, liquids or rhotics. 

(originator suffix with a human focus). 

-wura  suff. in, at, on (attached to human nouns ending in a vowel, liquid or rhotic). 

-wuru  suff. from, away from (attached to human nouns ending in a vowel, liquid or rhotic) (ablative case marker). 

-wurumurru  suff. through. Perlative Suffix added to nominals ending in vowels, liquids or rhotics. 

-wuruy  suff. about, associated with. Suffix denoting association which is added to human nominals ending in 

vowels, liquids or rhotics (associative case marker with a human focus). 

-wuy  suff. Suffix denoting association: about/associated with. Follows vowels, liquids and rhoticsin non-human 
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nominals. 

-ya  suff. Suffix indicating that the word it is attached to has been referred to previously. anaphoric case marker. 

-yi  suff. be, become (suffix added to non-verbs to form an intransitive verb). 

-yu  suff. Suffix added to a noun to indicate the agent of an action. It may be the Subject of a transitive verb 

and/or the instrument with which the action was done. Follows vowels, liquids and rhotics. (agentive case 

marker). 

— suff. Suffix added to words or phrases to locate time (temporal case marker). 

-yu-  suff. Forms Class 1A verbs. Can be added to nominals to form verbs, but the great majority of verb roots with 

this suffix have no nominal function. Follows vowels, liquids and rhotics. 

-'manydji  suff. denotes reciprocal relationship between two people. 

-'manydji  suff. denotes reciprocal relationship between two people. 

-'miŋu  suff. kinship proprietive. 

B  -  b 

bala  adv. away (indicates movement away from speaker or other contextually determined place). 

— conj. then (indicates the next sequence of events). 

balanda  n. white person, European person. 

bala'  n. building, house. 

bala'pala  adj. flat, level. 

— n. table. 

balnhdhurryun  vt. touch. 

balnhdhu'balnhdhurryun  vt-redup. touch (reduplication means that the actions is done many times, either by 

one person, or once my many people, or many times by many people). 

baḻapthun  vi. bend over. 

baḻa'waḻapthun  vi-redup. bend over (reduplication means it is done many times, or many people do it). 

baḻ'paḻuwan  vt. cracked, smashed, have cracked, have smashed. 

baḻ'paḻyun  vt. crack, smash (as in cracking cycad nuts - inherant in meaning is continued action) (neutral form). 

baman'  adv. long ago. 

bamay'  n. inner being. 

bambay  adj. blind (often given as a harmless nickname to people who have some form of defect with their 

eyes). 

banha  dem. that, there (banha is used in stories and refers to something in the unseen distance or already 

mentioned previously in the discourse). 

— conj. which, that, who, when, where (conjunction of a subordinate, meaning which, that, who and 

sometimes when or where). 

banhal  dem. in, on or at that place, person, thing (locative, non-human) mentioned before in the story. 

banhambal  dem. to there, to that place, idea, thing already mentioned in the story(allative demonstrative for a 

non-human referent), (Banha+ḻi). 

banhany  dem. which, that, (accusative case, sused as an object of a transitive clause when referring to a human, 

for non-humans, the absolutive, banha, is used). 

banhawitjan  dem. through that place, idea, thing (non-human) (perlative demonstrative with non-human 

referent, from 'banha'). 

Baparalk  Pn. person's name (Dhuwa). 

barka  n. upper arm. 

barkthu  adv. tomorrow, soon, next few days (time of an event that will soon occur that must be at least the next 

new day (tomorrow) but is not restricted to 'tomorrow'). 

barkthun  vt. smoothe, lay flat, spread (neutral form). 

barkthunday  adv. tomorrow, next day. 

barpuru  adv. yesterday, a recent specific event in time (temporal location of a recent past event like 'yesterday', 

but not restricted to yesterday). 

barrakiny  adj. bad, no good. 

— adj. sick, in pain, distressed, ill. 
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barrkimi  n. spouse, or the spouse's clan and lands. 

barrkuwaḻ  adv. separate, far away, apart, different. 

barrkuwaḻyuman  vt. separate things (as in shells from nuts) (neutral form). 

barrkuwaḻyumarra  vt. usually, used to separate things as in shells from nuts (habitual form). 

barrkuwaḻyumu  vi. separate (irrealis form). 

Bataŋga  Pn. person's name (Yiiritja) - (proper name for Wanayawa (Dayŋumbu 2) and Yotjiŋ's father, younger 

brother to Makarrwaḻa). 

baṯ  int. hold (reduced form of the verb 'ŋayathan'). 

baṯami  n. woman, girl, female. 

batjiwarr  n. path, road, street, trail, track. 

— n. way, means, method, process. 

— n. option, alternative, possibility. 

bawa'  adj. confused, crazy, unknowing (children can described as "bawa'" because they do not know a procedure, 

not because they are confused or mad). 

bawitjan  dem. that (through ../ along .. (perlative demonstrative). 

baya  adv. until, when, then. 

bayaŋu  adv. none, not any, nothing, not, never, not at all, negative, no, did not, didn't. 

bayawaḻi  dem. from that time (ablative demonstrative referring to sometime, from 'banha'). 

bayaya  adv. nevermind, don't worry. 

bayiku  dem. for that, of that, that's (dative demonstrative, including possessive, which refers back to something 

distant or already mentioned in the story). 

bayikuḻ  dem. to or towards a person already mentioned in the story (allative demonstrative for a person, from 

'banha'). 

bayikuŋ  dem. that, originating from that place, idea, thing (non-human) mentioned previously in the story 

(originative demonstrative with non-human referent, from 'banha'). 

bayikura  dem. in, on, near or beside that person mentioned before in the story (locative demonstrative referring 

to a person, from "banha"). 

bayikuru  dem. from that person, mentioned before in the story (ablative demonstrative referring to a person, 

from 'banha'). 

bayikurumurru  dem. through that person mentioned before in the story (perlative demonstrative with human 

referent, from 'banha'). 

bayikuruŋ  dem. that, originating from that person mentioned before in the story (originative demonstrative with 

human referent, from 'banha'). 

bayikuwuy  dem. associated with that person, or about that person mentioned previously in the story (associative 

demonstrative with human referent, from 'banha'). 

bayikuy  dem. associated with or about that place, idea, thing (non-human) (associative demonstrative with 

non-human referent, from 'banha'). 

bayinyamiyu  adv. at that time, during that time. 

bayiŋ  adv. usually, always, often, sometimes, every, normally, habitually, mostly, used to. Habitual. Denotes an 

habitual state of affairs. May occur with Form 1 (Neutral, Primary) verb, or with Form 3 (Habitual, Tertiary) 

verb or Form 4 (Irrealis, Secondary) verb. 

bayiŋ  dem. that. Agent or instrument mentioned previously in the story (indicates the agent by which something 

was done, either the subject of the transitive verb or the instrument). 

— dem. then. The time of an event previously mentioned in the story. Temporal demonstrative from 'banha'. 

bayiwitjan  dem. through that place, idea, thing (non-human), previously referred to in the story (perlative 

demonstrative with non-human referent, from 'banha'). 

bäni  n. father, father's brother (only for Wangurri). 

bäŋ  n. cycad nut. 

bäŋwuṯi  n. shorter species of cycad. 

bäpa  n. father, dad, father's brother. 

bäpurru  n. clan nation; funeral. 

bärŋ  n. discipline process where the hot, boiled inner bark from the stringy bark is bitten and placed on the hands, 

eyes and ears (happens at dhapi and at funerals). 

bärrku  adv. far away, distant, long way; shoo! Go far away! 
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bärrkuwaḻ  adj. separate. 

Bäṯawaṯa  Pn. person's name (cycad nut). 

bäthu  n. stone, rock. 

bäwarran'  n. meat, animal. 

bäyma  adv. right there, close by. 

be  adv. any. 

— adv. maybe, perhaps, therefore, because. 

beŋuru  dem. from there, from that (ablative demonstrative, from 'banha'). 

bewaḻi  dem. from that place, idea, thing mentioned before in the story (ablative demonstrative referring to 

something non-human, from 'banha'). 

bilanya  adv. Like that, thus. 

bilaŋ  adv. anytime, sometime, anything. 

bilaŋ garri  adv. should have but didn't. 

bili  adv. completed, finished, already, further relevant information. 

— conj. because. 

bilinya  dem. thus, like that, like this. 

bilyun  vi. turn, change (neutral form). 

biḻayin  n. plane (borrowed word). 

biḻma  n. clapstick. 

birit  n. bread (borrowed word). 

birrka'  vi. pretend, wrongly think. 

— adv. accidentally. 

birrka'miyu  adv. sometime, anytime. 

birrka'yun  vi. think, test, pretend. 

bittja'  n. picture (borrowed word). 

bitjan  adv. do like this, do like that. 

bitjan ḻinygu  adv. forever, always, as usual. 

bitjarra  adv. used to do thus. 

bitju wayiŋ  dem. like, for example (consists of the two words: bitju and bayiŋ). 

bitjuwaŋ  dem. sort of, kind of, like (indefinite filler). 

biyaṉi  adj. fearful. 

biyaṉiyi  vi. become fearful, scared, frightened. 

biyapul  adv. again, another. 

bokman  vt. create (neutral form). 

bokulu'  adj. haven't heard, ignorant, don't know. 

borum  adj. ripe, cooked. 

— n. fruit (generic). 

bothurru'  vi. count (loan word from Macassan trading). 

buḏapthun  vi. cross over (road or sea). 

bukmak  n. everyone, everything, all, whole lot, every. 

buku  n. forehead or face; head. 

— n. hill, cliff. 

— n. clever person, knowledgeable person. 

buku-djulŋi  int. please (polite request). 

— int. thankyou (with a sense of indebtedness). 

buku-nyena  vi. gather together face to face (made up of "face" and "sit", togther meaning "gather together"). 

buku-warramat  vi. sing out, look up (made up of "buku" face and "garramat" above, sky). 

buku-warrwarrwuŋan  vi. cut across, contradict. 

buku-warrwarryun  vt. rush, hurry. 

bulukthun  vt. hide something so it is kept secret (neutral form). 

— vt. step onto something (neutral form). 

buṉbu  n. building, house. 

buŋganmiŋgan  vt. place one's odour on something. 

buŋgaṯthuman  vt. re-energise, make feel refreshed. 
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— vt. cause respect for. 

buŋgaṯthun  vt. enthuse, enliven, energise. 

buŋgul  n. ceremony, music associated with dancing. 

buputjun  vi. fade away, reduce. 

burumun'  adj. round. 

— n. island. 

— n. cheek, side of face. 

Burralaŋ'  Pn. subsection name (male Dhuwa). 

burrpar  adj. two. 

buṯthun  vi. fly (as in a plane flight). 

buwalun  vi. sits in water, be in water (neutral form). 

buwayak  adj. indistinct, unclear, faded, invisible. 

buwayatji  vi. wiped-out, become indistinct, become invisible, fade. 

D  -  d 

darpa  n. tree. 

dämba  n. bread, damper. 

durak  n. truck. 

dur'turyun  vt-redup. bump, push (done many times, either by one person or many) (reduplicated form). 

dur'yun  vt. bump, push. 

Ḏ  -  ḏ 

ḏalkarra  n. ceremonial song leader (Yirritja only). 

— n. ceremonies associated with the law and politics (Yirritja only). 

ḏamba  adj. light in weight. 

ḏam'thun  vt. close, shut. 

ḏaŋgalkthun  vi. fall off, fly (of leaves from tree). 

— vi. overflow. 

ḏaykun'  n. day, time. 

ḏäl  adj. hard, strong, difficult. 

ḏämbu  n. face, forehead, head. 

— n. hill, cliff. 

— n. grandchildren (a man's son's children, A woman's brother's son's children). 

ḏämbu-ḻumbak  adj. wrapped up, packaged, folded (of tarp, blanket, closed flower, cycad shoots). 

— n. large square loaf of cycad bread (used as ceremonial food and payment), only eaten by senior law men 

in ceremonies. 

ḏämbu-marrkmarrk  adj. lazy (compund word from "ḏämbu" head and "marrk" wait). 

ḏämbumiŋgan  vi. prayed. 

ḏämbunharra  adj. four (literally 'without a head' comes from turtle egg distribution rules). 

ḏäpthun  vi. sit/live (for a number of people/things). 

— vi. to live (for a number of people/things). 

ḏiltji  n. the bush, woods, treed area. 

— n. back. 

ḏingu  n. cycad (cover term for cycad including tree and fruit). 

Ḏipulpuy  Pn. person's name. 

ḏirramu  n. male, man, boy. 

ḏirrun  vi. return, come back (neutral form). 

ḏitjun  vi. return, come-back. 

ḏokun  n. big, large, huge, massive. 

ḏondiŋ  n. indigestion. 
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ḏoṯurrk  n. heart. 

ḏo'yun  vi. arrive. 

ḏukṯuk  adj. desirous, want, like, need. 

ḏuŋḏuŋ  adj. lazy. 

ḏupthun  vt. throw out, discard. 

ḏuwaṯthu  vi. will ascend, climb, go up (irrealis form). 

ḏuwaṯthun  vi. ascend, climb, go up (neutral form). 

DH  -  Dh 

Dhalnyirr  Pn. person's name (shrubby tree that produces spear shafts). 

dhal'  vi. to land (reduced from dhal'yun "to land"). 

dhal'yun  vi. landed (as in a plane landing). 

Dhaḻwaŋu  Pn. clan nation (Yirritja). 

dhambal(a)  dem. to here, to this non-person (allative demonstrative indicating a non-person, from 'dhaŋu'). 

dhanal  pro. they (third person, plural, nominative pronoun). 

dhanaliny  pro. them plural (object of transitive verb) (third person, plural, accusative pronoun). 

dhanaliŋgu  pro. their, of them, for them (plural) (third person, plural, dative pronoun. Includes possession). 

dhanaliŋguḻ  pro. to them plural (third plural allative pronoun). 

dhanaliŋguŋ  pro. originating from them (plural) (third person, plural, originative pronoun). 

dhanaliŋgura  pro. in, on, at, with, beside or near them (plural) (third person, plural locative pronoun). 

dhanaliŋguru  pro. from them (plural) (third person, plural, ablative pronoun). 

dhanaliŋgurumurru  pro. through them (plural) (first person, plural, perlative pronoun). 

dhanaliŋguruy  pro. associated with, or about, them (plural) (third person, plural, associative pronoun). 

dhanaliŋguway dhanal  pro. their own (plural) (third person, plural, reflexive?, emphatic pronoun phrase). 

dhaniya  n. A container made from paper bark. 

dhaŋaŋ'  adj. full (used for a bucket or dillybag), high tide. 

— adj. abundant, lots, many, plentiful. 

dhaŋu  dem. here, this in the proximity of the speaker (nominative demonstrative). 

dhaŋumbal  dem. to here, to this place or thing (allative demonstrative indicating a thing, not a person; from 

'dhaŋu'). 

dhaŋuny  dem. this thing or person (accusitive demonstrative from dhaŋu). 

dharaŋgan  vt. understand, recognise, know (neutral form). 

dharrpal  adj. personal, holy, sacred. 

dharrwa  adj. lots, many. 

dharryarryun  vt. poke, sew (neutral form). 

dhawar'thawaryun  vt-redup. finish, end (reduplicated form). 

dhawar'thawaryuwan  vi-redup. finish, end. 

dhawar'yun  vi. finish, expire, stop, end, (euphemistically, to die). 

dhawar'yuwan  vi. finished, died, passed away, ended, expired, completed, ceased. 

dhawaṯthun  vi. emerge, come out, exit (neutral form). 

dhawitjan  dem. through this thing (perlative, non-human demonstrative from 'dhaŋu'). 

dhawuru  dem. from here, from this non-human (ablative demonstrative from 'dhaŋu'). 

dhä  n. mouth. 

dhä-wirrka'yun  vt. ask, question, interview, inquire, investigation. 

dhä-wumbum  vt. share, divide between people. 

dhä-wumbunhami  vi. sharing together (neutral form). 

dhäkay  n. the taste, feeling or flavour of something. 

dhäkay  adv. up until. 

dhäkay-ŋäma  vt. feel, touch, experience, sense. 

dhäkay-wiŋ'wiŋdhun  vt. to chew over, savour ("dhäkay" taste, and "wiŋ'wiŋdhun" to "suck through the 

teeth"). 

dhäkay-wirrka'yun  vt. try the taste of something. 
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Dhäliny  Pn. Dhäliny or Dhälinybuy is the main estate for the Wangurri clan. 

dhäpark'  adj. empty. 

— adj. broke, without food or money. 

dhäruk  n. word, language ('tongue' as in mother tongue). 

dhäwu  n. story, news, message, statement, advice. 

dhäya  vi. stand. 

dhäya'thaya  vi-redup. stand reduplicated (either a lot of people are standing, or someone is standing for a long 

time). 

dhethuŋgan  vt. put (vocabulary specific to the collection of cycads). 

dhika  dem. that somewhere present but unseen, somewhere nearby. 

dhika nhä  dem. any others (usually said after a list, and meaning "others for that list"), et cetera. 

dhirripi  n. inside, the inside of something. 

dhuli'na  n. ear; bottle. 

dhulmu  adj. deep. 

dhuḻ'yun  vt. build (as in build a house). 

dhumbuḻ'  adj. short. 

dhumuk  adj. deaf, blunt; blocked, closed, crowded, an area with a lot of obstacles (eg a mangrove area or an area 

crowded with people such as a football crowd). 

dhuniyan  vi. went down, decended from uphill. 

dhuni'dhuniyan  vi-redup. went downhill, descended (plural) (neutral form). 

dhunupa  adv. straight, correct, true, proper, right, thruthful. 

dhuṉḏay  adj. straight, correct, true, proper, right, thruthful. 

dhuŋa  adj. ignorant of (facts or of procedures) (does not carry the negative undertones that "ignorant" does in 

English). 

dhuŋgarra  n. year (comes from the Makassar word "tunggara" meaning SE wind). 

dhupal  pro. they two (third person, dual, nominative pronoun). 

dhupaliny  pro. them two (object of transitive verb) (third person, dual, accusative pronoun). 

dhupaliŋgu  pro. their, theirs, for them, of them (two) (third dual dative pronoun. Includes possession). 

dhupaliŋguḻi  pro. to them two (third person, dual, allative pronoun). 

dhupaliŋguŋ  pro. originating from them two, out of them two (third person, dual, originative pronoun). 

dhupaliŋgura  pro. them two (in ../ at ../ on ../ with ../ beside ../ near ..) (third person, dual, locative pronoun). 

dhupaliŋguru  pro. from them two (third person, dual, ablative pronoun). 

dhupaliŋgurumurru  pro. through them both (third person, dual, perlative pronoun). 

dhupaliŋguruy  pro. associated with/about them two (third person, dual, associative pronoun). 

dhurpuŋu  adv. last one, last born in a family. 

Dhurrkay  Pn. surname used by Wangurri (actually a "ḻikan yäku"). 

dhurrwara  n. mouth, lips. 

— n. door, opening, entrance, lid, gateway. 

dhurrwun  vt. will grind, should grind or must grind (irrealis form). 

dhurrwunum  vt. grind (neutral form). 

dhutkay  vi. sit (singular only) (neutral form). 

Dhuwa  n. moiety name (the other moiety name is Yirritja). 

dhuwal  n. name given to describe the 'dhuwal' group of languages. 

dhuwaliŋuru  dem. from that distant place (ablative demonstrative from 'dhuwan', further removed than 

'dhawuru'). 

dhuwalitjan  dem. through that (perlative demonstrative derived from 'dhuwan'). 

dhuwan  dem. that, there (in fairly close proximity, but not as near as "dhaŋu"). 

dhuwany  dem. that in close proximity (accusative demonstrative). 

dhuyu  adj. sacred, secret, restricted. 

DJ  -  Dj 

djaḏaw'  n. dawn, sunrise, early hours of the morning. 
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djakawarrun  vt. steal, take away, snatch, seize (neutral form). 

— vt. cancel (neutral form). 

djalamat  n. foot. 

Djalatjirri  Pn. person's name. 

djalkthun  vt. discard, throw away, throw out. 

djamarrkuḻi'  n. children. 

Djambarrpuyŋu  Pn. clan nation (Dhuwa). 

djambatj  adj. skillful, adept, competent, expert, professional. 

djambi  vt. change, alter. 

djamurr  n. rib. 

— n. side. 

— n. corner. 

Djapu'  Pn. clan nation (Dhuwa). 

djarŋgulk  n. neck, throat. 

— n. creek, river. 

djarrawurr'yun  vi. come together, gather together. 

djarrktjarrkthun  vt-redup. chip away at something like wood as in the action of making clapsticks (the action 

itself is repetative, and so the verb is reduplicated) (neutral reduplicated form). 

djarrktjarrkthuwarra  vt-redup. used to chip away at something like wood as in the action of making 

clapsticks (the action itself is repetative, and so the verb is reduplicated) (reduplicated habitual form). 

djarr'yun  vt. choose, select, distinguish between, appoint, commission. 

djäka  vi. care for, look after. 

djäl  vi. want, desire, long for. 

— n. desire. 

djälmiŋgan  vt. become motivated, energetic, enthusiastic (neutral form). 

djäma  vi. 

— n. work (this can be either a noun or a verb). 

djämamiyin  vi. become workers. 

djängum  vt. tell a lie, pretend, trick. 

djinaku  dem. of this, for this (dative demonstrative of "dhaŋu"). 

djinakuḻ  dem. to this person (allative demonstrative indicating a person; from 'dhaŋu'). 

djinakuŋ  dem. originating from this; out of this place or thing (originative demonstrative from 'dhaŋu' with a 

non-human referent). 

djinakura  dem. this person (at ../ on ../ in ../ with ../ beside ../ near ..) (locative demonstrative indicating a person, 

from 'dhaŋu'). 

djinakuru  dem. from this person (ablative demonstrative from 'dhaŋu'). 

djinakurumurru  dem. through this person (perlative demonstrative with a human focus). 

djinakuruŋ  dem. originating from this person, out of this person (originative demonstrative referring to a person, 

from 'dhaŋu' with human referent). 

djinakuwuy  dem. associated with, about this person, place or thing (associative demonstrative with a human 

referent, form 'dhaŋu'). 

djinakuy  dem. associated with, about this person, place or thing (associative demonstrative with non-human 

referent, from 'dhaŋu'). 

djinal  dem. here, at this place (Locative demonstrative for non-human referents, from 'dhaŋu'). 

djinaŋ  dem. this agent of an action, either as ergative or instrument (agentive demonstrative from 'dhaŋu'); now 

(temporal demonstrative from 'dhaŋu'). 

djinaŋ bala  adv. now, straight away. 

djinawa'  n. the inside of something. 

djingaryun  vi. stand. 

djoṉgum  vi. get, take, fetch, pick up. 

djorra'  n. paper, book, anything written on paper (from Macassan). 

djukurr  n. fat, grease. 

djuḻkthun  vi. go ahead, pass, overtake, go first. 

djuḻkthuwan  vi. went ahead, overtook, passed by. 
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djuḻuḻ'yun  vi. hidden, disguised, obscured, camouflaged (be ..). 

djuḻu'yuḻuḻyu  vi. to be hidden, disguised, obscured, camouflaged (reduplication means that the action is done 

many times by one person, or can mean that many people do it once). 

djunama  adv. away from, that way, movement away from speaker. 

djuy'yun  vt. send, send with, give into ones care. 

G  -  g 

ga  conj. and. 

ga-ga-ga  adv. on and on. 

gaḏaman  adj. clever, intelligent, knowledgeable. 

gakal'  n. behaviour, skill. 

Galikali  Pn. subsection name (Dhuwa female). 

galitji  adv. close. 

Galiwin'ku  Pn. place name (mission community on Elcho Island). 

gali'  n. the side of something or someone.; ceremonial shelter that women are not allowed to go to. 

galki  adv. close (to a person, space or time). 

galmum  vt. block, prevent, deter, impede, obstruct, restrict. 

galmu'walmum  vt-redup. block, prevent, deter, impede, obstruct, restrict (reduplication means that the action is 

done many times by one person, or can mean that many people do it once) (reduplicated form). 

galŋa  n. skin. 

— n. body. 

— n. bark (or a tree). 

galŋa-ŋuwatji  vi. happy. 

gal'ŋu  adv. definitely. 

gam'  adv. thus (often said when an expected noise/circumstance is about to occur). 

gandarr  n. waist. 

— adv. half way, middle (of time and space). 

ganitji  adj. broken. 

ganitjun  vt. break. 

Ganybuwuy  Pn. place name (home place for Lanhupuy and also the name of Lanhupuy's brother. Lanhupuy's 

descendents are Dhurrkay and Ganybawuy's descendents are Munyarryun and Djirrkura). 

ganydjarr  n. strength, power. 

ganyim'thun  vi. surprised. 

gapu  n. water. 

garkambarr  n. a new day (just when the first light of the new day shows). 

garminydjarrk  n. sand, ground. 

garramaṯ  n. sky, high, above, on top. 

garrkatji  n. saw (used to cut timber). 

garru  vt. talk, speak, tell, say (irrealis form). 

garrun  vi. talk, speak, tell, say. 

garruwarra  vi. say, tell (usually ../ used to ..) (habitual form). 

garrwar  n. over, above, top, upper, sky. 

gaṯthun  vi. stick (as in stick in the throat). 

gatjarr'yun  vt. taste. 

gatju  vi. go ahead; proceed; go on your way. 

gatjuy  int. be off! Go away! (does not always carry a negative connotation as the terms in English do). 

gay  adv. quote (indicates that someone is about to be quoted). 

gayawak  n. the whole head, including the skull, brain etc. 

gayilinydjil  n. head. 

— n. mind, brain. 

— n. cleverness, brain in action. 

gayŋa  v-part. continuous verb particle (present continuous). 
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gayŋan  v-part. continuous verb particle used with Form 2 (Perfective) form of the verb. 

gayŋarra  v-part. continuous verb particle used with Form 3 (habitual perfective) of the verb. 

gayŋiya  vi. rest, sleep, lie down, live. 

— v-part. continuous aspect particle (this is related to Sense 1 in that "ŋoya" is used as "to live" as in "Where 

do you live"). 

gayŋiyi  v-part. continuous verb particle used with Form 4 of the verb, the irrealis verb (used when the event has 

not yet happened). 

gayŋi'gayŋiya  vi-redup. rest, lie (reduplication could mean that one person did the action a lot, or many people 

did the action). 

gälkim  vt. fell off. 

Gälpu'  n. clan nation (Dhuwa). 

gäḻkuḻam  vi. wait. 

Gämburrwuy  Pn. person's name. 

gämuk  n. night (used to talk about periods of time, by reference to number of nights involved in the activity, 

rather than number of days). 

gämurru'  n. nose, point (as in point of land), front (as in the front of the car). 

gäna  adv. alone, separate. 

gäna'wana  adv. individually (from 'separate' reduplicated). 

gärruŋ  n. big bag (one of the names for bags used in cycad harvesting and processing). 

gätthun  vi. come, go. 

gäthu  n. man's child, woman's brother's child (a gäthu is the same moiety as their father. In the cyclic nature of 

the kinship system, gäthu is also great grandfather, father's father's father). 

gäyu  n. tree. 

girrikirri  n. discipline process where the hot, boiled inner bark from the stringy bark is bitten and placed on the 

hands, eyes and ears (happens at dhapi and at funerals). 

girri'  n. material things, clothes. 

go  int. come. 

goḏarr'  adv. next new day, morning. 

golam  vt. carry, bring, take, deliver. 

gola'gulam  vt-redup. cuddle (reduplicated form of "golam" - 'take') (reduplicated form). 

goŋ  n. hand, fist, palm. 

goŋ-wapapayun  vi. panic, extremely concerned. 

goŋmiyi  vi. be happy, excited, joyful. 

gorrmur'  adj. hot. 

— n. fever, temperature (hot). 

gorrum  vt. compel, force. 

goyum  vi. perched above, hanging, suspended. 

goyurr  n. journey. 

goy'-wekarra  adj. very long. 

guḏi'-ŋupan  vt. challenge, quiz. 

— vi. guess. 

gul  vi. shortened form of stop. 

gulinybum  vt. criticise, complain about. 

gulitj  adj. true. 

gulkthun  vt. pick (eg fruit) (neutral form). 

— vt. withdrawing money from bank or ATM (neutral form). 

— vt. making a dividing line in a painting. (GDh) Also dividing a group of people to allow something or 

someone to pass through. (Joy BDh) (neutral form). 

— vt. cut, slice (neutral form). 

gulkuru  adj. unsuccessful. 

— adv. unable to, to no avail. 

gulŋiya  vi. enter, join (neutral form). 

guḻku  adv. lots, many. 

guḻun'  n. stomach or abdomen; waterhole. 
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Gumatj  Pn. clan nation (Yirritja). 

gumurr  n. chest (of our body). 

— n. place often associated with emotions. 

— n. clothing that covers the chest. e.g. singlet, blouse, shirt. 

— n. The front of any landscape. e.g. beach at the front of a place, when looking from a boat. (The trees 

behind are ḏiltji.). 

gundurak  n. airport (from English 'contract'). 

Gundjirryirr  Pn. person's name. 

gungam  vt. crowding, blocking, shut. 

gunham  vt. put, leave there, store, keep, put aside. 

gunhan  vt. smell, sniff. 

gunyambi  n. trouble, problem. 

— n. fight, brawl. 

— n. boyfriend/girlfriend relationship counter to kinship structure. 

guŋan  vt. give, hand over, pass on (ditransitive verb from Subclass 1B neutral form). 

guŋanharrun  vt. separate, isolate, leave it. 

guŋga'yun  vt. help, assist, encourage. 

guŋga'yuwan  vt. helped, assisted, encouraged (the perfective of guŋga'yun, help). 

guŋnharruman  vt. leave; pass away - euphemism for "die". 

gurru  n. site, location, place,. 

gurru-manapan  vt. mix (neutral form). 

gurrupuru-yalkyalkthun  vi. expressing sorrowful feelings to others. 

gurruṯu  n. kin, family, relative, relation. 

— n. kinship system. 

gurruṯuwarr  n. area where cycads are growing. 

gurruyu-wutjparrun  adv. filling a bag (from: gurruyu = inside & gutjparrun = throw). 

gutjparru  vt. control (neutral form); throw; carry, take, bring, deliver. 

gutjparr'  vt. throw out, throw away. 

— adv. right up until. 

guwaman  vi. eat. 

guwarun  vt. cook, boil, burn (neutral form). 

— vt. sting (neutral form). 

guwarr  n. temporary, short while, in the meantime, for the time being, little while. 

guwatharam  vt. hit, damage, hurt (neutral form). 

— vt. fight, kill (neutral form). 

— vt. gather, collect, hunt (neutral form). 

— vt. make (neutral form). 

guwatharan  vt. hit, killed, fought, damaged. 

— vt. gathered, hunted. 

— vt. made. 

guwathararra  vt. hunt, gather, fight, kill, hurt, collect, damage, make (usually ../ used to ..) (habitual form). 

guwathurruŋu  n. cycad nuts that have been ground into small bits. 

guyaŋi  vi. think, remember. 

L  -  l 

Lanhupuy  Pn. person's name (father of Makarrwaḻa, Baṯaŋga and Djalatjirri). 

latju'  adj. nice, good, beautiful, pleasant. 

Ḻ  -  ḻ 

ḻanapu'  n. cypress pine. 
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ḻapthun  vi. open, come apart, loosen. 

ḻatjuwarr'yun  vi. scatter, splitting apart. 

ḻinygu  adv. finished, ended, already done. 

— conj. because. 

ḻiya  n. head. 

ḻiyun  vt. hit (tends to be used in non-violent hitting, or when someone hits someone else once, as in one punch, 

not a full fight) (neutral form). 

ḻiyuwarra  vt. used to hit (tends to be used in non-violent hitting, or when someone hits someone else once, as in 

one punch, not a full fight) (habitual form). 

ḻiyu'ḻiyun  vt-redup. hit plural (tends to be used in non-violent hitting, or when someone hits someone else once, 

as in one punch, not a full fight) (reduplicated form). 

ḻonydju'  adv. in harmony, without disagreement. 

ḻundu  n. friend. 

ḻupthuman  vt. to soak, or rinse (literally "cause to bathe or swim") (neutral form). 

ḻupthun  vi. swim, bathe (neutral form). 

ḻurrkun'  adj. a few, three, a small amount (measurment of quantity, both of countable and non-countable items). 

ḻurrumu  adj. sour, salty, bitter, bad tasting. 

ḻurrya  n. cycad juice. 

M  -  m 

mak  adv. maybe, perhaps. 

Makarrwaḻa  Pn. person's name (brother to Baṯaŋga, father of Wanayawa and Yotjiŋ). 

makati  n. water, fluid, liquid, drink, alcohol. 

mala  n. plural; clan nation; group, crowd, mob, body of people. 

mala-yarr'yun  vt. sort out. 

malakthun  vi. interrupt, cut across, disrupt. 

mala'malakthun  vi-redup. interrupt, cut across, disrupt (constantly). 

malthun  vt. accompany, go with. 

maḻŋ'nha-maḻŋ'thuma  vt-redup. find out, discover (plural) (reduplicated form). 

maḻŋ'thuma  vt. find, discover, locate. 

maḻŋ'thun  vi. to appear, turn up, happen, occur. 

mam'mamdhun  vi-redup. stick, adhere (plural). 

mam'thuman  vt. stick, adhere (cause to .. 

mam'thun  vi. stick, adhere. 

mani  n. neck. 

— n. creek, river, channel (between islands). 

manikay  n. song, music, ceremonial singing. 

manymak  adj. good, okay. 

— adj. fine, well. 

maŋgarra  vi. go, come (imperative form). 

maŋgu'  n. blood. 

maŋurr  n. cloud. 

maŋutji  n. eye; nut or seed of fruit; waterhole, spring, well. 

maŋutji-wulam  vt. abdicate, not accept responsibility, "pass the buck" (made up of "maŋutji" (eye) and 

"golam" (take) - to take the eye). 

maranhu-wulam  vi. food gathering (from "maranhu" full of food and "golam" take). 

mari  n. trouble in general (including fighting, arguing and disagreement). 

marimi  adv. very (an adverbial intensifier which agrees with the verb it is intensifying). 

mariŋu  n. soldiers, enemy; disease. 

marŋgi  vi. know, knowledgable for. 

marŋgiwuŋ  vt. teach (made up of "marŋgi" ~ know + "-kuŋ" ~ cause: to cause knowledge). 

marŋgiwuŋandami  n. teacher (made from "marŋi" ~ knowledgeable + "-kuŋan" ~ causative + "-da" ~ 
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nominaliser + "-mi" ~ quality). 

marŋgiyi  vt. to learn (this is made up of the morphemes "marŋgi" ~ knowledgeable + "-yi" ~ become. To 

become knowledgeable is to learn). 

marŋgi'marŋgiyi  adj. learn plural (either lots of people are learning, or one person is learning lots of things. 

martjmartjun  vi. go or come for a group of people (it is always reduplicated, and always for a group of people) 

(neutral form). 

marratja  n. grandchild (a man's son's children, a woman's brother's son's children). 

marrkapthun  vt. endear, feel affection for someone. 

marrŋgitj  n. traditional healer, doctor. 

marrparaŋ  adj. brave, fearless. 

— n. peace, security. 

marrya'  n. hunger. 

marrya'mi  n. hungry one (something that is hungry). 

— n. Marrya'mi, "having hunger" was the name given to Saturday. In mission times, they did not work on 

Saturdays so did not get paid with food (to encourage people to keep their hunting skills.) So Saturday 

became known as "Marrya'mi" (with hunger). 

matha  n. tongue. 

— n. language. 

— n. flames. 

mawaŋgany  adv. always, contilually. 

mayaŋ'  n. neck, throat. 

— n. creek, river. 

Maypurrŋa  Pn. place name (the city of Darwin, Northern Territory). 

ma'  int. Okay, alright then, fine, agreement indicator, go ahead. 

mä  n. inner strength, inner being, life force, spiritual power. 

mä  adv. moderately, somewhat, a bit, relatively, quite, fairly. 

— adj. moderately, somewhat, a bit, relatively, quite, fairly. 

mä  conj. so, therefore, because (clause marker). 

mä-ḻiŋgan  vt. cry out, request someone's help, ask for assistance. 

mä-ŋal'thun  vt. admire, respect, look up to, acknowledge, appreciate. 

— vt. worship. 

mä-ŋuwatji  adj. kind, loving, happy, welcoming. 

mä-ŋuwatjin  vt. like, love, be happy. Imperative. 

mä-waŋgany  adj. unique, different, one of a kind. 

— adv. of one feeling/mind, in agreement, in accord. 

— adv. into one group or lot. 

— adv. one by one, little by little, bit by bit. 

mä-yuḻkthun  vt. disbelieve, doubt, disregard. 

mä-yumbal'yun  vt. unsure. 

mä-yuwalk  adv. honestly, truly. 

märi  n. mother's mother, mother's mother's brother. 

märi'mu  n. paternal grandfather and his brothers and sisters. 

märrma'  adj. two (this is the general word for two. The specifically Wangurri word is "burrpar"). 

mäypa  adj. lots, many. 

mel  n. eye. 

— n. seed. 

meṉgum  vt. forget, leave out. 

meṉguwan  vt. forgot, left out. 

meṉgu'miṉgum  vt-redup. forget (reduplication means it was done many times, or many people did it) 

(reduplicated form). 

miḏikuman  vt. spoil (cause to be bad). 

Miliŋinbi  Pn. place name (also Yurrwi and known in English as Milingimbi). 

milkarri  n. tears, crying song. 

milkum  vi. show. 
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milkuŋ  vt. show (will .. (irrealis form). 

milmitjpa  adv. afternoon, evening. 

mingaminga  n. type of bag, specifically for gathering cycads, person's name. 

Mirrinybal  Pn. person's name. 

mirrinyu  n. turtle. 

mitthun  vt. cut, slice. 

miyalk  n. woman, girl, female. 

miyaman  vt. sing (neutral form). 

miyapunu  n. turtle (sea turtle). 

miyarrka  n. temple (part of the head between the eye and the ear). 

miyarrka-nhäma  vt. rely, depend (made of "miyarrka" temple and "nhäma" look = "to look at the temple" 

meaning to rely upon). 

miya'miyaman  vt-redup. sing (either one person singing many times, or a lot of people singing) (reduplicated 

form). 

molu  n. grave. 

mukthun  vi. to be quiet, silent. 

— vi. without electical or mechanical power. 

mukul  n. 

mukul rumaru  n. aunt (mother's brother's wife, mother-in-law). 

mukulmal  n. aunt, father's sister. 

mulka'  adj. dry; safe, protected, secure. 

muḻkurr  n. whole head, including the brain. 

munatha'  n. ground, sand, dirt. 

— n. world. 

— n. sugar. 

munhaku  adv. night time, at night, nightfall. 

munhamurru  adv. early morning (before sunrise). 

Munyarryun  Pn. a grouping for Wangurri with other clans/subclans. A riŋgitj formed with Dhurrkay and 

Djerrkura. Salt water people. 

muŋguypa  n. relationship term a man uses for his sister. 

murrukay  adj. big, huge, massive, large. 

Murrurrŋa  Pn. place name (the city of Darwin, Northern Territory). 

Ṉ  -  ṉ 

ṉakaman  vi. take-off (as with a plane, car, boat or other vehicle), arise, get up (out of bed, from a chair, etc.). 

ṉaŋ'thun  vi. run. 

ṉirrun  vi. be surprised, startled, shocked, jump in fright. 

ṉuku  n. foot. 

— n. footprint. 

— n. shoe, footwear. 

— n. wheel, tyre. 

— n. anchor. 

ṉukumi  n. foundation. 

— n. whole section or lump of something (e.g. oysters in one rock that can be carried). 

NH 

nhalpiyan  q. how, how to do, what to do. 

nhana  pro. him, her, it (object of verb) (third person, singular, accusative pronoun). 

nhanany  pro. him, her, it (object of verb) (third person singular accusative pronoun). 

nhangu  pro. his, hers, its; of or for him, her, it (third person, singular dative pronoun. Includes possession). 
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nhanguḻ  pro. to him, to her, to it (third person, singular, allative pronoun). 

nhanguŋ  pro. originating from him, her, it; out of him, her, it (third person, singular, originative pronoun). 

nhangura  pro. him, her, it (at .., (in .., (on.., (with.., (beside.., (near.. (third person, singular locative pronoun). 

nhanguru  pro. from him, her, it (third person, singular, ablative pronoun). 

nhangurumurru  pro. through him, her or it (third person singular perlative pronoun). 

nhanguruy  pro. associated with/about him, her or it (third person, singular, associative pronoun). 

nhawun  adv. like. 

nhä  dem. what (this can represent something unknown, or can be the question word, "What?"). 

nhä mala  n. group of unnamed things or ideas or behaviours. 

nhäḻi  dem. to what, to where, which way. 

nhäma  vt. see, look, observe, examine. 

nhäma'nhama  vt-redup. look, see, observe (reduplicated means one person does/did it a lot or many people do 

it) (reduplicated form). 

nhämunha'  q. how many?, how much?, what number? 

nhän  pro. he, she, it (third person, singular, nominative pronoun). 

nhäna  pro. me (object of the verb) (first person, singular, accusative pronoun). 

nhänany  pro. me (object of the verb) (first person, Singular, Accusative pronoun). 

nhäŋal  vt. saw, looked, observed (perfective of "nhäma"). 

nhäŋu  vt. see, look, observe (irrealis form). 

nhäpa  int. um (filler while thinking of the next thing to say. It also has the function of pointing to the importance 

of the next word). 

nhätha  q. when, what time (can be a conjunction or a question word, just like the English word when). 

nhinathuŋgan  vt. put, place, put on, put down, leave. 

nhina'nhinathuŋgan  vt-redup. put, place, put on, put down, leave (reduplication means one person does the 

action many times, or many people do it once or more). 

nhuma  pro. you (plural) (second person, dual, nominative pronoun). 

nhumaliny  pro. you plural (object of transitive verb) (second person, dual, accusative pronoun). 

nhumaliŋgu  pro. your, of you, from you (plural) (second, dual, dative pronoun. Includes possession. Although 

this is dual, it is often used in the plural, a reflection of the Dhuwal/Dhuwala languages). 

nhumaliŋguḻ(i)  pro. to you (plural) (second person, dual, allative pronoun). 

nhumaliŋguŋ  pro. originating from you (plural), out of you (plural) (second person, dual, originative pronoun). 

nhumaliŋgura  pro. in, on, at, with, beside or near you (plural) (second person, dual, locative pronoun). 

nhumaliŋguru  pro. from you (plural) (second person, dual, ablative pronoun). 

nhumaliŋgurumurru  pro. through you (plural) (second person, dual, perlative pronoun). 

nhumaliŋguruy  pro. associated with, or about, you (plural) (second person, dual, associative pronoun). 

nhuman  vt. smell. 

nhumul  vt. smell (Imperative). 

nhuna  pro. you singular (object of verb) (second person, singular, accusative pronoun). 

nhunu  pro. you (singular) (second person singular nominative pronoun). 

nhuŋgu  pro. your, yours, of you, for you (singular) (second, singular, dative pronoun. includes possession). 

nhuŋguḻ(i)  pro. to you (singular) (second person, singular, allative pronoun). 

nhuŋguŋ  pro. originating from you, out of you (singular) (second person, singular, originative pronoun). 

nhuŋgura  pro. in, on, at, with, beside, near you (singular) (second person, singular locative pronoun). 

nhuŋguru  pro. from you (singular) (second person, singular, ablative pronoun). 

nhuŋgurumurru  pro. through you (singular) (second person, singular, perlative pronoun). 

nhuŋguruy  pro. associated with/about you (singular) (second person, singular, associative pronoun). 

nhuŋguway  pro. your own (singular) (second person reflexive pronoun). 

NY  -  Ny 

nyamnyam'  n. corm food also called räkay and nyapurru. 

nyapurru  n. corm food also called räkay and nyamnyam'. 

nyäku  pro. my, of me, for me, mine (first, singular, dative pronoun. Includes possession). 
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nyäkuḻ  pro. to me, towards me (first person ,singular, allative pronoun used for movement towards the speaker). 

nyäkuŋ  pro. originating from me, out of me, by me. (first person, singular, originative pronoun). 

nyäkura  pro. in, on, at, beside, near, with me (first person, singular, locative pronoun). 

nyäkuru  pro. from me (first, singular, ablative pronoun, going away from the speaker). 

nyäkurumurru  pro. through me (first person, singular, perlative pronoun, going through the speaker). 

nyäkuruy  pro. associated with me, about me (first person, singular, associative pronoun). 

nyäkuway  pro. myself (emphasising "me"). 

nyäḻka  n. bag. 

nyäḻ'  n. a lie or lies; not true. 

— adj. untrue. 

nyä'yun  vi. cry. 

nyeli  pro. you (plural) (second, plural, nominative pronoun). 

nyeliny  pro. you plural (object of a transitive verb) (second person, plural, accusative pronoun). 

nyeliŋgu  pro. your, of yours, for you (plural) (second, plural, dative pronoun. Includes possession). 

nyeliŋguḻ(i)  pro. to you (plural) (second person, plural, allative pronoun). 

nyeliŋguŋ  pro. originating from you all; out of you all (second person, plural, originative pronoun). 

nyeliŋgura  pro. in, on, at, with, beside, near you (plural) (second person plural locative pronoun). 

nyeliŋguru  pro. from you all (second person, plural, ablative pronoun). 

nyeliŋgurumurru  pro. through you all (second person, plural, perlative pronoun). 

nyeliŋguruy  pro. associated with you all; about you all (second person, plural, associative pronoun). 

nyena  vi. sit, live. 

nyenay  vi. sit / live (irrealis form of the verb, often giving the effect of future). 

nyena'nyina  vi-redup. sit (reduplicated gives the meaning of one person sitting a length of time, of more people 

sitting around). 

nyena'nyinay  vi-redup. sit around (hasn't happened yet. It should might, could, must or will happen) (irrealis 

form). 

nyin  vi. sit, live, "be". 

nyinarra  vi. used to sit, usually sit. 

Ŋ  -  ŋ 

ŋala  q. where? interrogative. 

— adv. where. 

ŋali  pro. we two, including you (first person, dual inclusive pronoun. Also used to reference a relationship to a 

speaker). 

ŋaliny  pro. us (you and me) (object of transitive verb) (fFirst person, dual, accusative, inclusive pronoun). 

ŋalinyu  pro. we two (but not you) (first dual exclusive nominative pronoun). 

ŋalinyuny  pro. us two (but not you) (object of transative verb) (first, dual, exclusive, accusative pronoun). 

ŋalinyuŋgu  pro. our (two), ours (two), for us two (excluding the person being spoken to) (first person, dual, 

exclusive dative pronoun. Includes possession). 

ŋalinyuŋguḻ  pro. to or towards us two (excluding the person being spoken to) (first person, dual, exclusive, 

allative pronoun). 

ŋalinyuŋguŋ  pro. originating from, out of us two (excluding the person being spoken to) (first person, dual, 

exclusive originative pronoun). 

ŋalinyuŋgura  pro. in, on, at, near, with or beside us two (excluding the person being spoken to) (first person, 

dual, exclusive, locative pronoun). 

ŋalinyuŋguru  pro. from us two (excluding the person being spoken to) (first person, dual, exclusive, ablative 

pronoun). 

ŋalinyuŋgurumurru  pro. through us two (excluding the person being spoken to) (first person, exclusive, 

dual, perlative pronoun). 

ŋalinyuŋguruy  pro. associated with / about us two (excluding the person being spoken to) (first person, dual, 

exclusive associative pronoun). 

ŋaliŋgu  pro. our, of us, for us two (yours and mine) (first person, dual, dative, inclusive pronoun. Includes 
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possession). 

ŋaliŋguḻ  pro. to us two (you and I) (first person, dual inclusive, allative pronoun). 

ŋaliŋguŋ  pro. originating from, out of us two (you and I) (first person, dual, inclusive, originative pronoun). 

ŋaliŋgura  pro. in, on, at, near, beside, with us two (you and I) (first person, dual, inclusive, locative pronoun). 

ŋaliŋguru  pro. from us two (you and I) (first person, dual, inclusive, ablative pronoun). 

ŋaliŋgurumurru  pro. through us two (you and I) (first person, dual, inclusive, perlative pronoun). 

ŋaliŋguruy  pro. associated with, about us two (you and I) (first person, dual, inclusive associative pronoun). 

ŋaliŋguway ŋali  pro. we ourselves, or our own (uses the reflexive pronoun "ŋaliŋguway"). 

ŋalma  pro. we plural (including the person spoken to) (first person plural inclusive nominative pronoun). 

ŋalmaliny  pro. us plural (including the person spoken to) (object of transitive verb) (first person, plural, 

inclusive accusative pronoun). 

ŋalmaliŋgu  pro. our, of or for us plural (including the person spoken to) (first person, plural inclusive, dative 

pronoun. Includes possession). 

ŋalmaliŋguḻ(i)  pro. to us plural (including the person spoken to) (first person, plural, inclusive, allative 

pronoun). 

ŋalmaliŋguŋ  pro. originating from us all, out of us all (including the person spoken to) (first person, plural, 

inclusive, originative pronoun). 

ŋalmaliŋgura  pro. in, on, at, with, near, beside us all including you (first person, dual, inclusive locative 

pronoun). 

ŋalmaliŋguru  pro. from us, including you (first person, plural, inclusive, ablative pronoun). 

ŋalmaliŋgurumurru  pro. through us, including you (first person, plural, inclusive, perlative pronoun). 

ŋalmaliŋguruy  pro. associated with us; about us, including you (first person, plural, inclusive, associative 

pronoun). 

ŋalparr'ŋalparr  n. cough. 

ŋalparr'yun  vi. coughing. 

ŋalthuman  vt. put something on top of something else (neutral form). 

ŋal'ŋalthun  vi-redup. climb (reduplicated means either one person does the action many times, or lots of people 

do the action). 

ŋal'thun  vi. climb, ascend (e.g. climbing a hill). 

ŋaḻapaḻ  adj. adult, old person with white hair and wisdom. 

ŋaḻapaḻmi  adj. adults, especially old people (literally reads 'having the quality or condition of adulthood'). 

ŋaḻiwarrkarr n. a bag type specifically for collecting cycads. 

ŋamaŋamayun  vt. make, create, produce, build. 

ŋambaŋambatj  n. sickness (a polite way of talking about a sickness, especially with older people). 

ŋambiḻiŋ  n. ambulance (borrowed from English 'Ambulance'). 

ŋamum  vt. not recognise, fail to recognise, see as strange or foreign. 

ŋamun'kurr  n. milk. 

ŋanak  n. flesh, muscle. 

ŋanapiliny  pro. us (first person, plural, exclusive ,accusative pronoun). 

ŋanapiliŋgu  pro. our, of us, for us, but not you (first person, plural, exclusive, dative pronoun. Includes 

possession). 

ŋanapiliŋguḻ  pro. to us, excluding you (first person, plural, exclusive, allative pronoun). 

ŋanapiliŋguŋ  pro. originating from us, out of us but not including you (first person, plural, exclusive, 

originative pronoun). 

ŋanapiliŋgura  pro. in, on, at, with, beside, near us, excluding you (first person, plural, exclusive locative 

pronoun). 

ŋanapiliŋguru  pro. from us, but not including you (first person, plural, exclusive, ablative pronoun). 

ŋanapiliŋgurumurru  pro. through us, but not including you (first person, plural, exclusive perlative 

pronoun). 

ŋanapiliŋguruy  pro. associated with us, about us, but not including you (first person, plural, exclusive, 

associative pronoun). 

ŋanapu  pro. we, plural, but not you (first plural exclusive nominative pronoun). 

ŋangawul  adv. no, not, nothing, nil, never, negative. 

ŋanydja  q. a tag question at the end of a statement where the speaker is indicating that some feedback is needed 
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from the listeners. 

ŋapa  n. top, surface. 

— n. the back of anything (including people). 

ŋapa-wulukthun  vi. cover (literally back-covering) (neutral form). 

ŋapaḻ  n. close kin (comes from "ŋapa" (back) and "-ḻi" (towards), literally "to the back". Wangurri is the 

foundation for the cycad songs, and other clans ability to sing them is based on that foundation. They are 

above, depending on the foundation - ŋapaḻ). 

ŋaraka  n. bone, shell. 

ŋarakawaḻkaḻ  n. skinny person (bones are visible under skin). 

— n. a song man with a very clear voice. 

ŋarirri'  n. fish (generic). 

ŋarkula  n. waterand other fluids. 

— n. alcohol, grog. 

— n. petrol. 

ŋarra  vi. to go or come (it can also be used as an aspectual verb particle and gives the sense of "keep on" with the 

verb). 

ŋarrarra  vi. goes or comes (form 3 (Habitual form) of the verb 'ngarra'). 

ŋarray  vi. go or come in an event that has not yet happened (form 4 (Irrealis form) of the verb, 'ngarra'). 

ŋarra'ŋarra  vi. go/come reduplicated, to walk around, or to do a lot of walking (it could also mean that a group 

of people walked). 

ŋarru  v-part. irrealis verb particle indicating an event has not yet occured. 

— conj. but. This conjunction can mean more than 'but'. It does not always indicate contrast, but can just 

mean, 'and further to this'. 

ŋatha  n. food (general covering term for food, more specifically it relates to carbohydrate foods). 

ŋatjil  adv. first, earlier, before. 

ŋawatthun  vt. get, take, fetch, pick up, collect. 

ŋaya  pro. I (first person, singular, nominal pronoun). 

ŋayambalk  n. place, country, camp, home (for Dhaŋu speaking clans). 

ŋayaŋay'  n. Food (general covering term for food, but more specifically carbohydrate foods such as damper, 

yams etc). 

ŋayaŋu  n. inner being (the centre of emotions, inner identity, similar to "märr"). 

ŋayathan  vt. hold, touch, feel. handle. 

— vt. have, keep, experience. 

— vt. reach. 

ŋayikaṉa  n. name. 

ŋaykam  vi. go or come (for three or more people). 

ŋaykan  vi. went, came (for three or more people). 

ŋaykarra  vt. used to come, used to go (for three or more people) (habitual form). 

ŋäku  vt. hear, listen (irrealis form). 

ŋäkul  vt. heard (perfective form of the verb "ŋäma" "hear"). 

ŋäma  vt. hear, listen (class 3 verb). 

ŋäṉarr  n. tongue. 

— n. language, word. 

ŋäṉḏi  n. mother, mother's sisters, grandmother's sister's daughters. 

ŋäŋ'thun  vt. ask. 

ŋäpaki'  n. non-Aboriginal person, especially a white person. 

ŋärrun  adv. after, afterwards, then, before, before now. 

ŋätji  vi. cry. 

ŋätjil  adv. in the past. 

ŋe  q. tag question requiring an affirmative response. 

ŋirrima  n. place, home, land (used by Warramiri and Wangurri). 

ŋoy  adv. under, below, beneath, down. 

ŋoy-ŋapu'ŋapuyun  vi. to long for. 

ŋoya  vi. to sleep, rest, lie, live at (class 4 verb). 
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ŋoyarra  vi. used to rest/sleep (habitual form). 

ŋulwitj  adj. cold. 

— n. fridge, freezer. 

ŋunha  dem. that (somewhat distant from the speaker, nominative demonstrative). 

ŋunhal  dem. there (locative demonstrative for distant, non-human things). 

ŋunhala  dem. in, on, or at that place, idea, thing (locative demonstrative with non-human referent, from 'ŋunha'). 

ŋunhambal  dem. to that place, idea, thing (non-human) (allative demonstrative with non-human referent, from 

'ŋunha'). 

ŋunhany  dem. that, pointing to recipient of the event referred to, which is somewhat distant from the speaker 

(accusative demonstrative from "ŋunhi"). 

ŋunhuku  dem. of that or for that at some distance (dative demonstrative from 'ŋunha'). 

ŋunhukuḻ(i)  dem. to that person, at some distance (allative demonstrative with human referent, from 'ngunha'). 

ŋunhukuŋ  dem. originating from that place, idea, thing (non-human) (originative demonstrative with non-human 

referent, from 'ŋunha'). 

ŋunhukura  dem. in, on, at, with, near, beside that distantperson (locative demonstrative with human referent, 

from 'ŋunha'). 

ŋunhukuru  dem. from that person at some distance (ablative demonstrative with human referent, from 'ŋunha'). 

ŋunhukurumurru  dem. through that distant person (perlative demonstrative with human referent, from 

'ŋunha'). 

ŋunhukuruŋ  dem. originating from that distant person (originative demonstrative with human referent, from 

'ŋunha'). 

ŋunhukuwuy  dem. associated with, or about that distant person (associative demonstrative with human 

referent, from 'ŋunha'). 

ŋunhukuy  dem. associated with, or about, that distant place, idea, thing (non-human) (associative demonstrative 

with non-human referent, from "ŋunha"). 

ŋunhuŋ  dem. indicates the agent by which something was done, either the subject of the transitive verb or the 

instrument (agentive demonstrative from 'ŋunha'); then, at some distance in time (temporal demonstrative 

from 'ŋunha'). 

ŋunhuŋ-nhä  n. whatever else, anything else, anywhere else, any other time, anyone else, anything else, anytime 

more. 

ŋunhuwaḻi  dem. from that place, idea, thing (non-human) (ablative demonstrative with non-human referent, 

from 'ŋunha'). 

ŋunhuwitjan  dem. through that place, idea, thing (non-human) (perlative demonstrative with non-human 

referent, from 'ŋunha'). 

ŋupan  vt. chase (neutral form). 

ŋurru  n. nose. 

— n. point, front (as in a point of land, front of car etc). 

ŋurru-ḏakthun  vi. compete (from "ŋurru" nose and "ḏakthun" cut - cut off the nose of the other - metaphor). 

ŋurru-waŋan  vi. hum (neutral form). 

ŋurru-yirr'yun  vt. start, begin, commence. 

ŋurruk  n. pile, heap. 

ŋurrumi  n. type of cycad that has been ground into smaller bits (made up of 'ŋurru' nose and '-mi' having). 

ŋurruŋu  adj. first or initial. 

— adj. first or initial. 

— adv. ahead, first, earlier, before. 

ŋutu  adj. big, large, huge, massive. 

ŋuthan  vi. grow, grow up. 

ŋuwakurru  adj. good, ok, fine, well, normal. 

ŋuwaḻyuman  vt. improve, fix, make it good, make it better. 

— adv. properly, carefully. 

ŋuwatji  vi. nice, at peace, calm. 
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R  -  r 

rakaram  vt. tell, report. 

— vt. tell on, "dob" in. 

rakaraŋ  vi. speak, tell (irrealis) (his often has the effect of future). 

rakararra  vt. used to tell. 

raka'rakaram  vt-redup. Tell reduplicated (reduplication means someone does the action many times, or many 

people do the action) (neutral reduplicated form). 

rakuny  adj. dead. 

— adj. still (no wind). 

— adj. powerless (e.g. flat battery). 

— adj. be in debt, owing. 

rangam  vi. search, look for, seek. 

rangan  vt. sought, searched. 

ranganhara  n. nominalising form of the verb to search. 

raŋan  n. paper bark (this word is used for both the tree and its barkof which there are many uses). 

rarrakrarrak  n. shells of the cycad nut. 

rarrarrkum  vt. reveal, or bring out into the open, to reveal oneself. 

rarru-rarrun vt-redup. pour many times, pour and pour. 

rarrun  vt. pour. 

rarruwarra  vt. used to pour (habitual form). 

ratjuman  vt. dry out. 

ratjun  vi. dry out, warm up (neutral form). 

raypa  adv. other side, across. 

räkay  n. the name of the reed and the corm of a specific swamp reed, eleocharis dulcis (the corm is edible). 

räl  n. skill. 

räl-wulam  n. skilled person (derives from "räl" skill and "gulam" carry). 

räli  adv. this way (deictic which modifies the verb - the locus is usually the speaker, but may also be some other 

contextually determined locus). 

räy  n. temple (at the side of the face). 

räy-nhäŋal  vt. rely upon, depend upon (comes from "räy" temple and "nhaŋal" see or look at (perf). It has a 

negative connotation). 

rerri  n. sickness. 

reṯi  adv. ready (borrowed from English). 

rirrakay  n. noise, sound, the sound of a voice, the sound of singing. 

rirrikthun  vi. be unwell, ill, hurt, in pain, ache, sicken. 

rom  n. culture, way of life, way of doing things. 

— n. law. 

— n. personal habit. 

rumbal  n. body. 

— adj. real, true. 

— n. size for non-human. 

— n. main part, main body of something. 

rurrwuyun  vt. wash, scrub (neutral form). 

RR  -  Rr 

rrambaŋi  adj. equal, same, similar, balanced. 

— adv. equally, together. 
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W  -  w 

waḏaḻkuman  vt. show out. 

waḏapthun  vi. swim, get wet, wash, have a shower. 

Waḏawaḏa  Pn. person's name (species of tree that produces spear shafts). 

wakal  n. tease, play around, have fun, joke. 

— n. sport or games. 

wakalŋi  vt. play (sport). 

waka'-ŋurrkam  vt. beget, procreate, reproduce, produce a family line. 

waka'-ŋurrkanhawuy  n. descendants, family line. 

walu  n. sun, day, time. 

wal'ŋu  adv. indeed. 

waḻima  adj. one. 

Wanayawa  Pn. person's name. 

Wangurri  Pn. the name of a clan nation and the language they speak (Wangurri are a Yirritja Dhaŋu clan). 

wanitjum  vi. break. 

wanitjuman  vt. break, pick. 

wanha  q. where (borrowed from Dhuwal languages). 

— adv. where (the Dhaŋu word is 'ŋala'). 

wanhdha  adv. quickly. 

waŋa  n. dead person, evil spirit, ghost, devil. 

waŋarr  n. totemic ancestors, creative beings. 

waŋgany  adj. one. 

waŋga'waŋgany  adv. one at a time, gradually (from the word "waŋgany" meaning "one"). 

wap  vi. short verb for "wapthun" hop. 

wapiyan  vt. tie with string or similar. 

wapthun  vi. hop, jump. 

waripu  adj. other, another. 

waripuyuman  vi. differently, causing other. 

waripu'waripu  adj. other (plural), variety. 

warkthun  vi. work, make, do. 

wark'  n. work. 

warwu  n. grief, sorrow, sadness. 

warwu-walapum  vi. cry out, wail. 

warwuyun  vi. grieve, worry. 

warra  adj. more than two people (usually many). 

warraŋul  adv. outside, in the open. 

— adj. public. 

— adj. naked. 

warraṯthun  vt. take, get, collect, pick, grab. 

warraṯthuwan  vt. took, got, collected (perfective of "take", "get", "collect"). 

warraw'  n. shadow, shade, shelter. 

— n. jurisdiction (area where law applies). 

warri  adv. signals a situation that should have happened but didn't. Contrafactual. 

warrkaṯtja  n. a type of bag specifically for gathering cycads. 

warrkthun  vt. pull out (eg from the water or food from the fire) (neutral form). 

warrpam'  adj. all, everything. 

— n. everyone, everybody. 

warrun  vt. pull, drag, tow. 

warr'warrun  vi. chase, travel. 

waṯaŋu  n. owner. 

watharr  adj. the colour white (by extension, those very new babies whose skin have not yet darkened are called 

"watharr"). 
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watjpil  n. hospital, clinic. 

wawu  adj. ignorant, do not know, don't know what is about to happen. 

way  int. hey! 

wayala  n. gully, low lying place. 

waythun  vi. arrive. 

wälaŋgu  n. what's his/her/name. 

wälaŋu  n. whats-a-name. 

wälŋa  n. life. 

— adj. alive. 

wäŋi  n. breath, wind, breeze, air. 

wäp  n. a part of the whole (not the same meaning as the mathematical term "half"). 

wäwa  n. brother esp older brother, adult brother (in the cyclic nature of the kinship system, it is also great-great 

grandfather (father's father's father's father)). 

wekam  vt. give, hand over, pass on (neutral form of ditransitive verb of Subclass 2A). 

wekarra  adv. long (an be used as a linear measurement or a measurement of time etc). 

wekarra-walapum  adv. long (having length, in time or distance). 

wiḏipiya'  adj. one. 

wiḏi'yun  vi. get lose, disappear (as in language). 

wilak  adv. maybe (and perhaps "about" as in "about the same age). 

wiḻnyaŋ'thun  vi. get ready, soften (as yams are ready when soft in cooking; cycads are ready when soft after 

soaking) (neutral form). 

wiḻnyaŋ'thuwan  vi. got ready. 

winya'winyayun  vi-redup. stray, disappear, vanish, get lost (reduplicated). 

winya'yun  vi. wiḏi'yun. stray, disappear, vanish, get lost, escape. 

witjarr'yun  vt. baḏatjun. lose, miss (missed the mark, the boat, the plane etc). 

witju'witjun  vt-redup. listening (reduplicated form). 

wo  conj. or. 

worruŋu  n. old people, the aged. 

wulay  adj. a pair of people, two people. 

wuḻman  n. old man. 

wuḻuman  n. old woman. 

wuŋuḻi  n. reflection, image, picture, photo. 

wurrapanda  n. white person. 

wurruykay  vi. sit (for a group of people only) (neutral form). 

wutjparrun  vt. carry (neutral). 

wutjparruwarra  vt. used to carry (eg for crops) (habitual form). 

Y  -  y 

ya  int. tag for questions meaning "don't you think?", "Isn't that right?", "Don't you agree?" (it requires the 

listeners to affirm what the speaker is saying. It can be a "that is definitely right!"). 

ya bitjan  adv. like that, just like that, isn't it like that? (a tag question requiring an affirmation from the audience). 

ya wayiŋ  adv. this is a tag question - requesting the listener to respond with affirmation (it is made up of "ya" and 

"bayiŋ", with the b lenited to w). 

ya wilanya  adv. like that, thus - used as an emphatic to a point being made (it is often answered with "bilanya 

ya!", a reversal of order of the morphemes). 

yaka  adv. no, not. 

— v-part. the continuous aspect, used in Dhaŋu languages. 

yalala  adv. later. 

yalkthun  vt. shake (neutral form). 

yaḻmarr  n. liver. 

yana  adv. only, just, merely, still. 

yanatj-bili  conj. continue, keep going, keep on. 
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yanatj-ḻinygu  adv. keep on, as in to keep on doing something. 

yapa  n. sister, especially older sister, adult sister. 

yapthun  vi. drop down, jump down, drop out, fall down. 

yarrkyarrkthuman  vt. extend, postpone, marginalise, caused to become distant, lead further away (neutral, 

causative form). 

yarrwa'yun  vt. grind (as in grinding cycad nuts) (neutral form). 

yawungu  adv. verb particle - temporal location of a recent past event (like 'yesterday', but not restricted to 

yesterday. Mainly used as a verb particle, though modern usage is changing it to yesterday'). 

ya'  adv. thus. 

yäku  n. name. 

yän  n. language, word. 

yän ganitji  n. a meeting (comes from "language-broken"). 

yängum  vt. send. 

yänguman  vt. send. 

yilipi  n. bag, dilly bag, string bag, hand bag, purse. 

yir'yun  vi. waste away, diminish. 

Yirritja  n. the name of one of the moieties (the other moiety is called Dhuwa). 

Yirrkala  Pn. place name. 

yol  q. who. 

yolŋu  n. person (especially an Aboriginal person of North East Arnhem Land). 

yoram  vi. agree, approve, allow, permit. 

yoraŋ  vi. agree, allow, permit, approve (imperative). 

yorrkum  vi. lay, lie. 

yow  adv. yes. 

yukuyuku  n. younger sibling, brother or sister. 

yulŋum  adv. very (it intensifies adjectives and verbs). 

yultha  adj. true. 

yumurrku'  n. children. 

yuṉdhun  vi. cannot believe, doubt. 

Yurrwi  Pn. Yurrwi is the preferred Yolŋu name for Miliŋinbi Community. 

yuṯa  adj. new, young; during the course of today. 

yutjuwaḻa'  adj. young, small (children are often referred to as "yutjuwala'"). 

Total number of entries: 914 
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A  -  a 

a bit like  dem. bitju wayiŋ. 

abdicate  vt. maŋutji-wulam. 

abdomen  n. guḻun' (1). 

about him, her, it  pro. nhanguruy. 

about me  pro. nyäkuruy. 

about that person  dem. bayikuwuy. 

about that place, idea, thing  dem. bayikuy. 

about them plural  pro. dhanaliŋguruy. 

about them two  pro. dhupaliŋguruy. 

about this person, place or thing  dem. djinakuwuy; 

 dem. djinakuy. 

about us (including you)  pro. ŋalmaliŋguruy. 

about us plural (excluding the person being spoken to)  pro. ŋanapiliŋguruy. 

about us two (excluding the person being spoken to)  pro. ŋalinyuŋguruy. 

about us two (you and I)  pro. ŋaliŋguruy. 

about you (plural)  pro. nhumaliŋguruy; 

 pro. nyeliŋguruy. 

about you (singular)  pro. nhuŋguruy. 

above  n. garramaṯ; 

 n. garrwar. 

abundant  adj. dhaŋaŋ'. 

accidentally  adv. birrka'. 

accompany  vt. malthun. 

accusative case marker  suff. -nha1; 

 suff. -ny2. 

ache  vi. rirrikthun. 

acknowledge  vt. mä-ŋal'thun. 

across  adv. raypa. 

adept  adj. djambatj. 

adhere  vi. mam'thun. 

adhere (cause to ..  vt. mam'thuman. 

adhere (plural)  vi-redup. mam'mamdhun. 

admire  vt. mä-ŋal'thun. 

adult  adj. ŋaḻapaḻ. 

adults  adj. ŋaḻapaḻmi. 

advice  n. dhäwu. 

after  adv. ŋärrun. 

afternoon  adv. milmitjpa. 

afterwards  adv. ŋärrun. 

again  adv. biyapul. 

agentive case marker  suff. -dhu2; 

 suff. -thu1; 

 suff. -yu3. 

agree  vi. yoram. 

agree!  vi. yoraŋ. 

agreement (in ..  adv. mä-waŋgany. 

agreement indicator  int. ma'. 

ahead  adv. ŋurruŋu. 

air  n. wäŋi. 

airport  n. gundurak. 
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alcohol  n. makati; 

 n. ŋarkula. 

alive  adj. wälŋa. 

all  adj. warrpam'; 

 n. bukmak. 

allative case marker with human focus  suff. -kuḻi2. 

alliance (A riŋgitj formed by Wangurri with Dhurrkay and Djerrkura. A grouping for Wangurri with other 
clans/subclans.)  Pn. Munyarryun. 

allow  vi. yoram. 

allow!  vi. yoraŋ. 

alone  adv. gäna. 

along that  dem. bawitjan. 

already  adv. bili; 

 adv. ḻinygu. 

alright then  int. ma'. 

alter  vt. djambi. 

alternative  n. batjiwarr. 

always  adv. bayiŋ1; 

 adv. bitjan ḻinygu; 

 adv. mawaŋgany. 

ambulance (borrowed from English 'Ambulance')  n. ŋambiḻiŋ. 

ancestral creative beings  n. waŋarr. 

anchor  n. ṉuku. 

and  conj. ga. 

and then  conj. bala. 

animal  n. bäwarran'. 

another  adv. biyapul. 

anticipatory (indicating a state of expectation or anticipation)  suff. -witjun. 

any  adv. be. 

any other time  n. ŋunhuŋ-nhä. 

anyone else  n. ŋunhuŋ-nhä. 

anything  adv. bilaŋ. 

anything else  n. ŋunhuŋ-nhä. 

anytime  adv. be; 

 adv. bilaŋ; 

 adv. birrka'miyu. 

anytime more  n. ŋunhuŋ-nhä. 

anywhere else  n. ŋunhuŋ-nhä. 

apart  adv. barrkuwaḻ. 

appear (to ..  vi. maḻŋ'thun. 

appoint  vt. djarr'yun. 

appreciate  vt. mä-ŋal'thun. 

approve  vi. yoram. 

approve!  vi. yoraŋ. 

area where cycads grow  n. gurruṯuwarr. 

argument  n. mari. 

arise (out of bed, from a chair, etc)  vi. ṉakaman. 

arm (upper arm)  n. barka. 

arrive  vi. ḏo'yun; 

 vi. waythun. 

as usual  adv. bitjan ḻinygu. 

ascend  vi. ḏuwaṯthun; 

 vi. ŋal'thun. 

ascend (will ..)  vi. ḏuwaṯthu. 
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ask  vt. dhä-wirrka'yun; 

 vt. ŋäŋ'thun. 

ask for assistance  vt. mä-ḻiŋgan. 

assist  vt. guŋga'yun. 

assisted  vt. guŋga'yuwan. 

associated with him, her, it  pro. nhanguruy. 

associated with me  pro. nyäkuruy. 

associated with that person  dem. bayikuwuy. 

associated with that place, idea, thing  dem. bayikuy. 

associated with them plural  pro. dhanaliŋguruy. 

associated with them two  pro. dhupaliŋguruy. 

associated with this person, place or thing  dem. djinakuwuy; 

 dem. djinakuy. 

associated with us (including you)  pro. ŋalmaliŋguruy. 

associated with us plural (excluding the person being spoken to)  pro. ŋanapiliŋguruy. 

associated with us two (excluding the person being spoken to)  pro. ŋalinyuŋguruy. 

associated with us two (you and I)  pro. ŋaliŋguruy. 

associated with you (plural)  pro. nhumaliŋguruy; 

 pro. nyeliŋguruy. 

associated with you (singular)  pro. nhuŋguruy. 

associative case marker  suff. -guruy5. 

associative case marker with a human focus  suff. -wuruy6. 

associative case marker with a non-human focus  suff. -buy2. 

associative case marker with human focus  suff. -kuruy4. 

associative suffix with a non-human focus  suff. -puy1; 

 suff. -wuy3. 

at him, her, it  pro. nhangura. 

at me  pro. nyäkura. 

at night  adv. munhaku. 

at that person  dem. bayikura. 

at that place  dem. ŋunhal. 

at that place, person, thing  dem. banhal. 

at that time  adv. bayinyamiyu. 

at them (plural)  pro. dhanaliŋgura. 

at them two  pro. dhupaliŋgura. 

at this person  dem. djinakura. 

at this place  dem. djinal. 

at us plural (including the person spoken to)  pro. ŋalmaliŋgura. 

at us two (excluding the person being spoken to)  pro. ŋalinyuŋgura. 

at us two (you and I)  pro. ŋaliŋgura. 

at you (plural)  pro. nhumaliŋgura; 

 pro. nyeliŋgura. 

at you (singular)  pro. nhuŋgura. 

aunt (father's sister)  n. mukulmal. 

aunt (mother's brother's wife, mother-in-law)  n. mukul rumaru. 

aunt (mother's sister)  n. ŋäṉḏi. 

away from  adv. djunama. 

away from speaker  adv. bala. 

B  -  b 

back  n. ḏiltji; 

 n. ŋapa. 
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bad  adj. barrakiny. 

bad tasting  adj. ḻurrumu. 

bag  n. nyäḻka; 

 n. yilipi. 

bag (big)  n. gärruŋ. 

bag (filling the ..)  adv. gurruyu-wutjparrun. 

bag for collecting cycad nuts  n. ŋaḻiwarrkarr. 

bag specifically for gathering cycad  n. mingaminga. 

bag used to collect cycads  n. warrkaṯtja. 

balanced  adj. rrambaŋi. 

bark (of a tree)  n. galŋa. 

bathe  vi. ḻupthun. 

be  vi. nyin. 

be (for a number of people/things)  vi. ḏäpthun. 

be in water  vi. buwalun. 

be quiet  vi. mukthun (1). 

be silent  vi. mukthun (1). 

beach or other spread out front of the landscape  n. gumurr. 

beautiful  adj. latju'. 

because  adv. be; 

 conj. bili; 

 conj. ḻinygu. 

because (clause marker)  conj. mä3. 

become energetic  vt. djälmiŋgan. 

become enthusiastic  vt. djälmiŋgan. 

become fearful  vi. biyaṉiyi. 

become motivated  vt. djälmiŋgan. 

become (verb suffix)  suff. -dji2; 

 suff. -tji1; 

 suff. -yi3. 

before  adv. ŋatjil; 

 adv. ŋärrun; 

 adv. ŋätjil; 

 adv. ŋurruŋu. 

before now  adv. ŋärrun. 

beget  vt. waka'-ŋurrkam. 

begin  vt. ŋurru-yirr'yun. 

behaviour  n. gakal'. 

below  adv. ŋoy. 

bend over  vi. baḻapthun; 

 vi-redup. baḻa'waḻapthun. 

beneath  adv. ŋoy. 

beside him, her, it  pro. nhangura. 

beside me  pro. nyäkura. 

beside that person  dem. bayikura. 

beside them (plural)  pro. dhanaliŋgura. 

beside them two  pro. dhupaliŋgura. 

beside this person  dem. djinakura. 

beside us plural (including the person spoken to)  pro. ŋalmaliŋgura. 

beside us two (excluding the person being spoken to)  pro. ŋalinyuŋgura. 

beside us two (you and I)  pro. ŋaliŋgura. 

beside you (plural)  pro. nhumaliŋgura; 

 pro. nyeliŋgura. 

beside you (singular)  pro. nhuŋgura. 
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big  adj. murrukay; 

 adj. ŋutu; 

 n. ḏokun. 

bit (a --  adj. mä2; 

 adv. mä2. 

bit by bit  adv. mä-waŋgany. 

bitter  adj. ḻurrumu. 

blind  adj. bambay. 

block  vt. galmum. 

block (plural)  vt-redup. galmu'walmum. 

blocked  adj. dhumuk (2). 

blocking  vt. gungam. 

blood  n. maŋgu'. 

blunt  adj. dhumuk. 

body  n. galŋa; 

 n. rumbal. 

body (main ..  n. rumbal. 

body of people  n. mala (3). 

boil  vt. guwarun. 

bone  n. ŋaraka. 

book  n. djorra'. 

bottle  n. dhuli'na (2). 

boy  n. ḏirramu. 

boyfriend who is counter to kinship structure  n. gunyambi. 

brain (as in thinking)  n. gayilinydjil. 

brave  adj. marrparaŋ. 

brawl  n. gunyambi. 

bread  n. birit; 

 n. dämba. 

break  vi. wanitjum; 

 vt. ganitjun; 

 vt. wanitjuman. 

breath  n. wäŋi. 

breeze  n. wäŋi. 

bring  vt. golam; 

 vt. gutjparru (3). 

broke  adj. dhäpark'. 

broken  adj. ganitji. 

brother  n. wäwa. 

brother (younger)  n. yukuyuku. 

build  vt. dhuḻ'yun; 

 vt. ŋamaŋamayun. 

building  n. bala'; 

 n. buṉbu. 

bump  vt. dur'yun. 

bump (done many times, either by one person or many)  vt-redup. dur'turyun. 

burn  vt. guwarun. 

bush  n. ḏiltji (1). 

but  conj. ŋarru. 

C  -  c 

calm  vi. ŋuwatji. 
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came (for three or more people)  vi. ŋaykan. 

camouflaged (be ..)  vi. djuḻuḻ'yun. 

camouflaged (be ..) (plural)  vi. djuḻu'yuḻuḻyu. 

camp (for Dhaŋu speaking clans)  n. ŋayambalk. 

cancel  vt. djakawarrun. 

care for  vi. djäka. 

carefully  adv. ŋuwaḻyuman. 

carry  vt. golam; 

 vt. gutjparru (3); 

 vt. wutjparrun. 

carry (used to ..  vt. wutjparruwarra. 

caus.  suff. -miŋga. 

causative case marker  suff. -kum; 

 suff. -ma2; 

 suff. -mara-1. 

ceased  vi. dhawar'yuwan. 

ceremonial dancing  n. buŋgul. 

ceremonial food  n. ḏämbu-ḻumbak. 

ceremonial law (Yirritja only)  n. ḏalkarra. 

ceremonial leader (Yirritja only)  n. ḏalkarra. 

ceremonial singing  n. manikay. 

ceremony  n. buŋgul. 

challenge  vt. guḏi'-ŋupan. 

change  vi. bilyun; 

 vt. djambi. 

channel (between islands)  n. mani. 

chase  vi. warr'warrun; 

 vt. ŋupan. 

cheek  n. burumun'. 

chest  n. gumurr. 

chew over  vt. dhäkay-wiŋ'wiŋdhun. 

child  adj. yutjuwaḻa'. 

children  n. djamarrkuḻi'; 

 n. yumurrku'. 

chip away at  vt-redup. djarrktjarrkthun. 

chip away at (usually ../ used to ..)  vt-redup. djarrktjarrkthuwarra. 

choose  vt. djarr'yun. 

clan nation  n. bäpurru (1); 

 n. mala (2). 

clan nation (Dhuwa)  n. Gälpu'; 

 Pn. Djambarrpuyŋu; 

 Pn. Djapu'. 

clan nation (Yirritja)  Pn. Dhaḻwaŋu; 

 Pn. Gumatj; 

 Pn. Wangurri. 

clan of spouse (also their land)  n. barrkimi. 

clapstick  n. biḻma. 

clever  adj. gaḏaman. 

clever person  n. buku. 

cleverness  n. gayilinydjil. 

cliff  n. buku. 

climb  vi. ḏuwaṯthun; 

 vi. ŋal'thun. 
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climb (reduplicated means either one person does the action many times, or lots of people do the action) 

 vi-redup. ŋal'ŋalthun. 

climb (will ..)  vi. ḏuwaṯthu. 

clinic  n. watjpil. 

close  adv. galitji; 

 adv. galki; 

 vt. ḏam'thun. 

close by  adv. bäyma. 

close kin  n. ŋapaḻ. 

closed  adj. dhumuk (2). 

clothes  n. girri'. 

clothes that cover the chest  n. gumurr. 

cloud  n. maŋurr. 

cold  adj. ŋulwitj. 

collect  vt. guwatharam; 

 vt. ŋawatthun; 

 vt. warraṯthun. 

collect (usually ../ used to ..)  vt. guwathararra. 

collected  vt. warraṯthuwan. 

come  int. go; 

 vi. gätthun. 

come!  vi. maŋgarra. 

come apart  vi. ḻapthun. 

come back  vi. ḏirrun; 

 vi. ḏitjun. 

come (for three or more people)  vi. ŋaykam. 

come (for three or more people) (used to ..  vt. ŋaykarra. 

come (group of people)  vi. martjmartjun. 

come out  vi. dhawaṯthun. 

come together  vi. djarrawurr'yun. 

come (usually ../ used to ..  vi. ŋarrarra. 

commence  vt. ŋurru-yirr'yun. 

commission  vt. djarr'yun. 

compel  vt. gorrum. 

compete  vi. ŋurru-ḏakthun. 

competent  adj. djambatj. 

complain about  vt. gulinybum. 

completed  adv. bili; 

 vi. dhawar'yuwan. 

concern (feel .. for)  vi. warwuyun. 

confused  adj. bawa'. 

container made of paper bark  n. dhaniya. 

continually (always)  adv. mawaŋgany. 

continue  conj. yanatj-bili. 

continuous aspect particle  v-part. gayŋiya. 

continuous marker  v-part. gayŋan. 

continuous marker (habitual)  v-part. gayŋarra. 

continuous marker (present continuous)  v-part. gayŋa. 

continuous marker (used when the event has not yet happened)  v-part. gayŋiyi. 

continuous verb particle  v-part. yaka. 

contradict  vi. buku-warrwarrwuŋan. 

control  vt. gutjparru (1). 

cook  vt. guwarun. 
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cooked  adj. borum (1). 

copy  vt. malthun. 

corm food also called räkay and nyamnyam'  n. nyapurru. 

corm food also called räkay and nyapurru  n. nyamnyam'. 

corm food from a reed  n. räkay. 

corner  n. djamurr. 

correct  adj. dhuṉḏay; 

 adv. dhunupa. 

cough  n. ŋalparr'ŋalparr. 

coughing  vi. ŋalparr'yun. 

count  vi. bothurru'. 

country (for Dhaŋu speaking clans)  n. ŋayambalk. 

cover  vi. ŋapa-wulukthun. 

crack  vt. baḻ'paḻyun. 

cracked  vt. baḻ'paḻuwan. 

crazy  adj. bawa'. 

create  vt. bokman; 

 vt. ŋamaŋamayun. 

creek  n. djarŋgulk; 

 n. mani; 

 n. mayaŋ'. 

criticise  vt. gulinybum. 

cross over (road or sea)  vi. buḏapthun. 

crowd  n. mala (3). 

crowded area  adj. dhumuk (2). 

crowding  vt. gungam. 

cry  vi. nyä'yun; 

 vi. ŋätji. 

cry out  vi. warwu-walapum; 

 vt. mä-ḻiŋgan. 

crying song  n. milkarri. 

cuddle  vt-redup. gola'gulam. 

culture  n. rom. 

cut  vt. gulkthun; 

 vt. mitthun. 

cut accross  vi. malakthun. 

cut accross (constantly)  vi-redup. mala'malakthun. 

cut across  vi. buku-warrwarrwuŋan. 

cycad  n. ḏingu. 

cycad (bag specifically for gathering ..  n. mingaminga. 

cycad bag type  n. ŋaḻiwarrkarr; 

 n. warrkaṯtja. 

cycad bread loaf (folded over flat)  n. ḏämbu-ḻumbak. 

cycad juice  n. ḻurrya. 

cycad nut  n. bäŋ. 

cycad nut (person's name)  Pn. Bäṯawaṯa. 

cycad nut shells  n. rarrakrarrak. 

cycad nuts (ground up)  n. guwathurruŋu. 

cycad place  n. gurruṯuwarr. 

cycad species (shorter species)  n. bäŋwuṯi. 

cycad that has been ground into smaller pieces  n. ŋurrumi. 

cypress pine  n. ḻanapu'. 
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D  -  d 

dad  n. bäpa. 

damage  vt. guwatharam. 

damage (usually ../ used to ..)  vt. guwathararra. 

damaged  vt. guwatharan. 

damper  n. dämba. 

Darwin  Pn. Murrurrŋa. 

Darwin (place name)  Pn. Maypurrŋa. 

Dative  suff. -gu2; 

 suff. -ku1. 

Dative suffix  suff. -wu3. 

daughter (man's child)  n. gäthu. 

dawn  n. djaḏaw'. 

day  n. ḏaykun'; 

 n. walu. 

dead  adj. rakuny. 

dead end  adj. dhumuk (2). 

dead person  n. waŋa. 

deaf  adj. dhumuk. 

debt (be in ..  adj. rakuny. 

decsended from uphill  vi. dhuniyan. 

deep  adj. dhulmu. 

definitely  adv. gal'ŋu. 

deliver  vt. golam; 

 vt. gutjparru (3). 

depend on  vt. miyarrka-nhäma. 

depend on (negative connotation)  vt. räy-nhäŋal. 

descendants  n. waka'-ŋurrkanhawuy. 

descended (plural)  vi-redup. dhuni'dhuniyan. 

desire  n. djäl; 

 vi. djäl. 

desirous  adj. ḏukṯuk. 

deter  vt. galmum. 

deter (plural)  vt-redup. galmu'walmum. 

devil  n. waŋa. 

did it like this  adv. bitjarra. 

did not  adv. bayaŋu. 

didn't  adv. bayaŋu. 

die (euphemism)  vi. dhawar'yun. 

died  vi. dhawar'yuwan. 

different  adj. mä-waŋgany; 

 adv. barrkuwaḻ. 

differently  vi. waripuyuman. 

difficult  adj. ḏäl. 

dilly bag  n. yilipi. 

diminish  vi. yir'yun. 

dirt  n. munatha'. 

disagreement  n. mari. 

disappear  vi. wiḏi'yun; 

 vi. winya'yun. 

disappear (reduplicated)  vi-redup. winya'winyayun. 

disbelieve  vt. mä-yuḻkthun. 
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discard  vt. ḏupthun; 

 vt. djalkthun. 

discipline process where the hot, boiled inner bark from the stringy bark is bitten and placed on the hands, 
eyes and ears (happens at dhapi and at funerals)  n. bärŋ; 

 n. girrikirri. 

discover  vt. maḻŋ'thuma. 

discover (plural)  vt-redup. maḻŋ'nha-maḻŋ'thuma. 

disease  n. mariŋu (2). 

disguised (be ..)  vi. djuḻuḻ'yun. 

disguised (be ..) (plural)  vi. djuḻu'yuḻuḻyu. 

disregard  vt. mä-yuḻkthun. 

disrupt  vi. malakthun. 

disrupt (constantly)  vi-redup. mala'malakthun. 

distant  adv. bärrku (1). 

distinguish between  vt. djarr'yun. 

distressed  adj. barrakiny. 

divide between people  vt. dhä-wumbum. 

divide (with a line while painting)  vt. gulkthun. 

do  vi. warkthun. 

do like this  adv. bitjan. 

do not (usually ..)  adj. dhuŋa. 

dob in  vt. rakaram. 

doctor  n. marrŋgitj. 

don't know  adj. bokulu'. 

don't worry  adv. bayaya. 

door  n. dhurrwara. 

doubt  vi. yuṉdhun; 

 vt. mä-yuḻkthun. 

down  adv. ŋoy. 

drink  n. makati. 

drop down  vi. yapthun. 

drop out  vi. yapthun. 

dry  adj. mulka' (1). 

dry out  vi. ratjun; 

 vt. ratjuman. 

during that time  adv. bayinyamiyu. 

E  -  e 

ear  n. dhuli'na (1). 

earlier  adv. ŋatjil; 

 adv. ŋurruŋu. 

early morning (before sunrise)  adv. munhamurru. 

earth  n. munatha'. 

eat  vi. guwaman. 

edible corm species  n. räkay. 

emerge  vi. dhawaṯthun. 

emotional centre of the body  n. gumurr. 

emph  suff. -bay; 

 suff. -way. 

Emphasis  suff. -m2. 

emphasis marker  suff. -ma1. 

emphatic marker  int. ya; 
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 suff. -mu. 

emphatic marker for some pronouns  suff. -pi. 

empty  adj. dhäpark'. 

encourage  vt. guŋga'yun. 

encouraged  vt. guŋga'yuwan. 

end  vi. dhawar'yun; 

 vi-redup. dhawar'thawaryuwan; 

 vt-redup. dhawar'thawaryun. 

endear  vt. marrkapthun. 

ended  vi. dhawar'yuwan. 

enemy  n. mariŋu (1). 

energetic (become ..)  vt. djälmiŋgan. 

energise  vt. buŋgaṯthun. 

enliven  vt. buŋgaṯthun. 

enter  vi. gulŋiya. 

enthuse  vt. buŋgaṯthun. 

enthusiastic (become ..)  vt. djälmiŋgan. 

entrance  n. dhurrwara. 

equal  adj. rrambaŋi. 

equally  adv. rrambaŋi. 

escape  vi. winya'yun. 

et cetera  dem. dhika nhä. 

European person  n. balanda. 

evening  adv. milmitjpa. 

every  adv. bayiŋ1; 

 n. bukmak. 

everybody  n. warrpam'. 

everyone  n. bukmak; 

 n. warrpam'. 

everything  adj. warrpam'; 

 n. bukmak. 

evil spirit  n. waŋa. 

examine  vt. nhäma. 

excited (be ..)  vi. goŋmiyi. 

exit  vi. dhawaṯthun. 

expectant (indicating a state of expectation or anticipation)  suff. -witjun. 

experience  vt. dhäkay-ŋäma; 

 vt. ŋayathan. 

expert  adj. djambatj. 

expire  vi. dhawar'yun. 

expired  vi. dhawar'yuwan. 

expressing sorrowful feelings to others  vi. gurrupuru-yalkyalkthun. 

extremely concerned  vi. goŋ-wapapayun. 

eye  n. maŋutji (1); 

 n. mel. 

F  -  f 

face  n. buku (1); 

 n. ḏämbu. 

fade  vi. buwayatji. 

fade away  vi. buputjun. 

faded  adj. buwayak. 
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fairly  adj. mä2; 

 adv. mä2. 

fall down  vi. yapthun. 

fall off  vi. ḏaŋgalkthun. 

family  n. gurruṯu. 

family line  n. waka'-ŋurrkanhawuy. 

family line (produce a ..  vt. waka'-ŋurrkam. 

far away  adv. barrkuwaḻ; 

 adv. bärrku (1). 

fat  n. djukurr. 

father  n. bäpa. 

father (only for Wangurri)  n. bäni. 

father's brother  n. bäpa. 

father's father and his brothers and sisters  n. märi'mu. 

father's father (only for Wangurri)  n. bäni. 

father's father's father  n. gäthu. 

father's father's father's father  n. wäwa. 

father's sister  n. mukulmal. 

fearful  adj. biyaṉi. 

fearful (become ..)  vi. biyaṉiyi. 

fearless  adj. marrparaŋ. 

feel  vt. dhäkay-ŋäma; 

 vt. ŋayathan. 

feel affection for someone  vt. marrkapthun. 

feeling  n. dhäkay. 

feeling sorry for oneself  vi. gurrupuru-yalkyalkthun. 

fell off  vt. gälkim. 

female  n. baṯami; 

 n. miyalk. 

fetch  vi. djoṉgum; 

 vt. ŋawatthun. 

fever  n. gorrmur'. 

few  adj. ḻurrkun'. 

fight  n. gunyambi; 

 vt. guwatharam. 

fight (usually ../ used to ..)  vt. guwathararra. 

filling a bag  adv. gurruyu-wutjparrun. 

find  vt. maḻŋ'thuma. 

find out (plural)  vt-redup. maḻŋ'nha-maḻŋ'thuma. 

fine  adj. manymak; 

 int. ma'. 

finish  vi. dhawar'yun; 

 vi-redup. dhawar'thawaryuwan; 

 vt-redup. dhawar'thawaryun. 

finished  adv. bili; 

 adv. ḻinygu; 

 vi. dhawar'yuwan. 

first  adj. ŋurruŋu; 

 adv. ŋatjil; 

 adv. ŋurruŋu. 

fish (generic)  n. ŋarirri'. 

fist  n. goŋ. 

fix  vt. ŋuwaḻyuman. 

flames  n. matha. 
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flat  adj. bala'pala. 

flavour  n. dhäkay. 

flesh  n. ŋanak. 

fluid  n. makati; 

 n. ŋarkula. 

fly  vi. buṯthun; 

 vi. ḏaŋgalkthun. 

Focus  suff. -n2; 

 suff. -nha1. 

Focus Suffix  suff. -a3. 

folded (tarp, blanket, closed flower, cycad shoots)  adj. ḏämbu-ḻumbak. 

follow  vt. malthun. 

food  n. ŋatha; 

 n. ŋayaŋay'. 

food gathering  vi. maranhu-wulam. 

foot  n. djalamat; 

 n. ṉuku. 

footprint  n. ṉuku. 

footwear  n. ṉuku. 

for example  dem. bitju wayiŋ. 

for her  pro. nhangu. 

for him  pro. nhangu. 

for it  pro. nhangu. 

for me  pro. nyäku. 

for that  dem. bayiku. 

for them (plural)  pro. dhanaliŋgu. 

for them (two)  pro. dhupaliŋgu. 

for this  dem. djinaku. 

for us plural (including the person spoken to)  pro. ŋalmaliŋgu. 

for us two (excluding the person being spoken to)  pro. ŋalinyuŋgu. 

for us (yours and mine)  pro. ŋaliŋgu. 

for you (plural)  pro. nhumaliŋgu; 

 pro. nyeliŋgu. 

for you (singular)  pro. nhuŋgu. 

force  vt. gorrum. 

forehead  n. buku (1). 

forever  adv. bitjan ḻinygu. 

forget  vt. meṉgum. 

forget (reduplication means it was done many times, or many people did it)  vt-redup. 

meṉgu'miṉgum. 

forgot  vt. meṉguwan. 

forrested area (very dense)  adj. dhumuk (2). 

fought  vt. guwatharan. 

foundation  n. ṉukumi. 

four  adj. ḏämbunharra. 

fraction of  n. wäp. 

freezer  n. ŋulwitj. 

fridge  n. ŋulwitj. 

friend  n. ḻundu. 

frightened  vi. biyaṉiyi. 

from  suff. -guru3; 

 suff. -kuru2; 

 suff. -ŋuru1; 

 suff. -wuru. 
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from here  dem. dhawuru. 

from him, her, it  pro. nhanguru. 

from me  pro. nyäkuru. 

from that  dem. beŋuru; 

 dem. ŋunhuwaḻi. 

from that distant place  dem. dhuwaliŋuru. 

from that (+Hu)  dem. ŋunhukuru. 

from that person  dem. bayikuru. 

from that place, idea, thing  dem. bewaḻi. 

from that time  dem. bayawaḻi. 

from them (plural)  pro. dhanaliŋguru. 

from them two  pro. dhupaliŋguru. 

from then  dem. bayawaḻi. 

from there  dem. beŋuru. 

from this  dem. dhawuru. 

from this person  dem. djinakuru. 

from us  pro. ŋanapiliŋguru. 

from us (Inc)  pro. ŋalmaliŋguru. 

from us two (excluding the person being spoken to)  pro. ŋalinyuŋguru. 

from us two (you and I)  pro. ŋaliŋguru. 

from you (plural)  pro. nhumaliŋguru; 

 pro. nyeliŋguru. 

from you (singular)  pro. nhuŋguru. 

front  n. ŋurru. 

front (as in the front of the car)  n. gämurru'. 

front of anything  n. gumurr. 

fruit (generic)  n. borum. 

full  adj. dhaŋaŋ' (1). 

fun (have ..  n. wakal. 

funeral  n. bäpurru (2). 

further info  adv. bili. 

further to this  conj. ŋarru. 

G  -  g 

games  n. wakal. 

gateway  n. dhurrwara. 

gather  vt. guwatharam. 

gather food  vi. maranhu-wulam. 

gather together  vi. djarrawurr'yun. 

gather together face to face  vi. buku-nyena. 

gather (usually ../ used to ..)  vt. guwathararra. 

gathered  vt. guwatharan. 

get  vt. ŋawatthun; 

 vt. warraṯthun. 

get (for many)  vi. djoṉgum. 

get lost  vi. winya'yun. 

get lost (reduplicated)  vi-redup. winya'winyayun. 

get ready  vi. wiḻnyaŋ'thun. 

get up (out of bed, from a chair, etc)  vi. ṉakaman. 

ghost  n. waŋa. 

girl  n. miyalk. 

girlfriend who is counter to kinship structure  n. gunyambi. 
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give  vt. guŋan; 

 vt. wekam. 

give into one's care  vt. djuy'yun. 

glass (tumbler)  n. dhuli'na (2). 

gäma  vt. warrun. 

go  vi. gätthun. 

go!  vi. maŋgarra. 

go  vi. ŋarra; 

 vi. ŋarray. 

go ahead  int. ma'; 

 vi. djuḻkthun; 

 vi. gatju. 

go away!  int. gatjuy. 

go first  vi. djuḻkthun. 

go (for three or more people)  vi. ŋaykam. 

go (for three or more people) (used to ..  vt. ŋaykarra. 

go (group of people)  vi. martjmartjun. 

go up  vi. ḏuwaṯthun. 

go up (will ..)  vi. ḏuwaṯthu. 

go (usually ../ used to ..  vi. ŋarrarra. 

good  adj. latju'; 

 adj. manymak; 

 adj. ŋuwakurru. 

got  vt. warraṯthuwan. 

got ready  vi. wiḻnyaŋ'thuwan. 

grab  vt. warraṯthun. 

grandchild (a man's son's children, A woman's brother's son's children)  n. ḏämbu. 

grandchild (a man's son's children, a woman's brother's son's children)  n. marratja. 

grandmother (maternal) and her brother  n. märi. 

granfather (paternal) and his brothers and sisters  n. märi'mu. 

grave  n. molu. 

grease  n. djukurr. 

grief  n. warwu. 

grieve  vi. warwuyun. 

grind  vt. dhurrwunum; 

 vt. yarrwa'yun. 

grind (will ../ should ../ must ..)  vt. dhurrwun. 

grog  n. ŋarkula. 

ground  n. garminydjarrk; 

 n. munatha'. 

ground cycad nuts  n. guwathurruŋu. 

group  n. mala (3). 

grow  vi. ŋuthan. 

guess  vi. guḏi'-ŋupan. 

gully  n. wayala. 

H  -  h 

habit (personal ..  n. rom. 

habitually  adv. bayiŋ1. 

half (a part of the whole)  n. wäp. 

half way  adv. gandarr. 

hand  n. goŋ. 
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hand bag  n. yilipi. 

hand over  vt. guŋan. 

handle  vt. ŋayathan. 

hanging above  vi. goyum. 

happen (to ..  vi. maḻŋ'thun. 

happy  adj. mä-ŋuwatji; 

 vi. galŋa-ŋuwatji. 

happy (be ..)  vi. goŋmiyi. 

happy! (be ..  vt. mä-ŋuwatjin. 

hard  adj. ḏäl. 

harmony  adv. ḻonydju'. 

have  vt. ŋayathan. 

have cracked  vt. baḻ'paḻuwan. 

have smashed  vt. baḻ'paḻuwan. 

having the quality of  suff. -mi. 

he (also she or it)  pro. nhän1. 

head  n. buku (2); 

 n. gayilinydjil; 

 n. ḻiya; 

 n. muḻkurr. 

head (including skull and brain)  n. gayawak. 

heap  n. ŋurruk. 

hear  vt. ŋäku; 

 vt. ŋäma. 

heard  vt. ŋäkul. 

heart  n. ḏoṯurrk. 

help  vt. guŋga'yun. 

helped  vt. guŋga'yuwan. 

her (object of verb)  pro. nhana; 

 pro. nhanany. 

her (originating from ..  pro. nhanguŋ. 

her (to ..  pro. nhanguḻ. 

here  dem. djinal. 

here (from ..)  dem. dhawuru. 

here (in the proximity of the speaker)  dem. dhaŋu. 

here (to ..)  dem. dhambal(a); 

 dem. dhaŋumbal. 

hers  pro. nhangu. 

hey!  int. way. 

hidden (be ..)  vi. djuḻuḻ'yun. 

hidden (be ..) (plural)  vi. djuḻu'yuḻuḻyu. 

hide something so it is kept secret  vt. bulukthun (1). 

high  n. garramaṯ. 

high tide  adj. dhaŋaŋ' (1). 

hill  n. buku; 

 n. ḏämbu. 

him, her, it (about..  pro. nhanguruy. 

him, her, it (associated with..  pro. nhanguruy. 

him, her, it (at .., (in .., (on.., (with.., (beside.., (near..  pro. nhangura. 

him, her, it (from..  pro. nhanguru. 

him, her, it (through..  pro. nhangurumurru. 

him (object of verb)  pro. nhana; 

 pro. nhanany. 

him (originating from ..  pro. nhanguŋ. 
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him (to ..  pro. nhanguḻ. 

his  pro. nhangu. 

hit  vt. guwatharam; 

 vt. guwatharan. 

hit plural (tends to be used in non-violent hitting, or when someone hits someone else once, as in one 
punch, not a full fight)  vt-redup. ḻiyu'ḻiyun. 

hit (tends to be used in non-violent hitting, or when someone hits someone else once, as in one punch, not 
a full fight)  vt. ḻiyun. 

hit (used to ..)  vt. ḻiyuwarra. 

hold  int. baṯ; 

 vt. ŋayathan. 

holy  adj. dharrpal. 

home (for Dhaŋu speaking clans)  n. ŋayambalk. 

home (used by Warramiri and Wangurri)  n. ŋirrima. 

honestly  adv. mä-yuwalk. 

hop  vi. wapthun. 

hop-in  vi. wap. 

hospital  n. watjpil. 

hot  adj. gorrmur'. 

house  n. bala'; 

 n. buṉbu. 

how  q. nhalpiyan. 

how many?  q. nhämunha'. 

how much?  q. nhämunha'. 

how to do  q. nhalpiyan. 

huge  adj. murrukay; 

 adj. ŋutu; 

 n. ḏokun. 

hum  vi. ŋurru-waŋan. 

hunger  n. marrya'. 

hungry one (something that is hungry)  n. marrya'mi. 

hunt  vt. guwatharam. 

hunt (usually ../ used to ..)  vt. guwathararra. 

hunted  vt. guwatharan. 

hurry  vt. buku-warrwarryun. 

hurt  vt. guwatharam. 

hurt (be ..  vi. rirrikthun. 

hurt (usually ../ used to ..)  vt. guwathararra. 

I  -  i 

I  pro. ŋaya. 

ignorant  adj. bokulu'; 

 adj. wawu. 

ignorant of  adj. dhuŋa. 

ill  adj. barrakiny. 

ill (be ..  vi. rirrikthun. 

image  n. wuŋuḻi. 

Imp  suff. -wa. 

impede  vt. galmum. 

impede (plural)  vt-redup. galmu'walmum. 

improve  vt. ŋuwaḻyuman. 

in accord  adv. mä-waŋgany. 
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in agreement  adv. mä-waŋgany. 

in, at, on  suff. -gura3; 

 suff. -kura2; 

 suff. -ŋa1; 

 suff. -wura4. 

in him, her, it  pro. nhangura. 

in me  pro. nyäkura. 

in, on, or at that (-Hu)  dem. ŋunhala. 

in, on or at that (+Hu)  dem. ŋunhukura. 

in, on or at us  pro. ŋanapiliŋgura. 

in that place  dem. ŋunhal. 

in that place, person, thing  dem. banhal. 

in the past  adv. ŋätjil. 

in them (plural)  pro. dhanaliŋgura. 

in them two  pro. dhupaliŋgura. 

in this person  dem. djinakura. 

in us plural (including the person spoken to)  pro. ŋalmaliŋgura. 

in us two (excluding the person being spoken to)  pro. ŋalinyuŋgura. 

in us two (you and I)  pro. ŋaliŋgura. 

in you (plural)  pro. nhumaliŋgura; 

 pro. nyeliŋgura. 

in you (singular)  pro. nhuŋgura. 

indeed  adv. wal'ŋu. 

indigestion  n. ḏondiŋ. 

indistinct  adj. buwayak. 

indistinct (become ..)  vi. buwayatji. 

individually  adv. gäna'wana; 

 adv. waŋga'waŋgany. 

initial  adj. ŋurruŋu. 

inner being  n. bamay'; 

 n. mä1; 

 n. ŋayaŋu. 

inner strength  n. mä1. 

inquire  vt. dhä-wirrka'yun. 

inside  n. dhirripi; 

 n. djinawa'. 

intelligent  adj. gaḏaman. 

interrupt  vi. malakthun. 

interrupt (constantly)  vi-redup. mala'malakthun. 

interview  vt. dhä-wirrka'yun. 

investigate  vt. dhä-wirrka'yun. 

invisible  adj. buwayak. 

invisible (become ..)  vi. buwayatji. 

Irrealis  v-part. ŋarru. 

island  n. burumun'. 

isolate  vt. guŋanharrun. 

it (also he or she)  pro. nhän1. 

it (object of verb)  pro. nhana; 

 pro. nhanany. 

it (originating from ..  pro. nhanguŋ. 

it (to ..  pro. nhanguḻ. 

its  pro. nhangu. 
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J  -  j 

join  vi. gulŋiya. 

joke  n. wakal. 

journey  n. goyurr. 

joyful (be ..)  vi. goŋmiyi. 

juice  n. ḻurrya. 

jump  vi. wapthun. 

jump down  vi. yapthun. 

jump in fright  vi. ṉirrun. 

jurisdiction (area where law applies)  n. warraw'. 

just  adv. yana. 

K  -  k 

keep  vt. gunham; 

 vt. ŋayathan. 

keep on  adv. yanatj-ḻinygu; 

 conj. yanatj-bili. 

kill  vt. guwatharam. 

kill (usually ../ used to ..)  vt. guwathararra. 

killed  vt. guwatharan. 

kin  n. gurruṯu; 

 suff. -'miŋu. 

kind  adj. mä-ŋuwatji. 

kind of  dem. bitjuwaŋ. 

kinship system  n. gurruṯu. 

know  vi. marŋgi; 

 vt. dharaŋgan. 

know (don't ..)  adj. bokulu'. 

know (not ..)  adj. dhuŋa. 

knowledgeable  adj. gaḏaman. 

knowledgeable for  vi. marŋgi. 

knowledgeable person  n. buku. 

L  -  l 

lacking  suff. -nharra. 

land  vi. dhal'. 

land of spouse (as well as their clan)  n. barrkimi. 

land (plane or bird)  vi. dhal'yun. 

land (used by Warramiri and Wangurri)  n. ŋirrima. 

language  n. dhäruk; 

 n. matha; 

 n. ŋäṉarr; 

 n. yän. 

large  adj. murrukay; 

 adj. ŋutu; 

 n. ḏokun. 

large square loaf of cycad bread  n. ḏämbu-ḻumbak. 

last born  adv. dhurpuŋu. 
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last one  adv. dhurpuŋu. 

later  adv. yalala. 

law  n. rom. 

law indocrination where the hot, boiled inner bark from the stringy bark is bitten and placed on the hands, 
eyes and ears (happens at dhapi and at funerals)  n. bärŋ; 

 n. girrikirri. 

lay  vi. yorrkum. 

lay flat  vt. barkthun. 

lazy  adj. ḏämbu-marrkmarrk; 

 adj. ḏuŋḏuŋ. 

learn  vt. marŋgiyi. 

learn plural  adj. marŋgi'marŋgiyi. 

leave  vt. guŋnharruman; 

 vt. nhinathuŋgan. 

leave it  vt. guŋanharrun. 

leave (many times)  vt-redup. nhina'nhinathuŋgan. 

leave out  vt. meṉgum. 

leave there  vt. gunham. 

left out  vt. meṉguwan. 

level  adj. bala'pala. 

lid  n. dhurrwara. 

lie  n. nyäḻ'; 

 vi. yorrkum. 

lie down  vi. gayŋiya. 

lie (plural)  vi-redup. gayŋi'gayŋiya. 

lie (tell a ..  vt. djängum. 

life  n. wälŋa. 

life force  n. mä1. 

light in weight  adj. ḏamba. 

like  adj. ḏukṯuk; 

 adv. nhawun; 

 dem. bitju wayiŋ; 

 dem. bitjuwaŋ. 

like!  vt. mä-ŋuwatjin. 

like that  adv. bilanya; 

 adv. ya bitjan; 

 dem. bilinya. 

like this  dem. bilinya. 

like this (used to do it ..)  adv. bitjarra. 

lips  n. dhurrwara. 

liquid  n. makati. 

listen  vt. ŋäku; 

 vt. ŋäma. 

listen reduplicated  vt-redup. witju'witjun. 

little by little  adv. mä-waŋgany. 

little while  n. guwarr. 

live  vi. gayŋiya; 

 vi. nyena. 

live (for a number of people/things)  vi. ḏäpthun. 

liver  n. yaḻmarr. 

locate  vt. maḻŋ'thuma. 

location  n. gurru. 

long  adv. wekarra; 

 adv. wekarra-walapum. 
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long ago  adv. baman'. 

long for  vi. djäl. 

long (very ..)  adj. goy'-wekarra. 

long way  adv. bärrku (1). 

long-ago  adv. ŋätjil. 

longing  vi. ŋoy-ŋapu'ŋapuyun. 

look  vt. nhäma; 

 vt. nhäŋu. 

look after  vi. djäka. 

look for  vi. rangam. 

look (reduplicated means one person does/did it a lot or many people do it)  vt-redup. nhäma'nhama. 

look up  vi. buku-warramat. 

look up to  vt. mä-ŋal'thun. 

looked  vt. nhäŋal. 

loosen  vi. ḻapthun. 

lose  vt. witjarr'yun. 

lost (get ..  vi. wiḏi'yun. 

lots  adj. dhaŋaŋ'; 

 adj. dharrwa; 

 adj. mäypa; 

 adv. guḻku. 

love!  vt. mä-ŋuwatjin. 

loving  adj. mä-ŋuwatji. 

low lying place  n. wayala. 

M  -  m 

made  vt. guwatharan. 

main  adj. ŋurruŋu. 

main clan estate for the Wangurri clan nation  Pn. Dhäliny. 

main part  n. rumbal. 

major  adj. ŋurruŋu. 

make  vi. warkthun; 

 vt. guwatharam; 

 vt. ŋamaŋamayun. 

make it better  vt. ŋuwaḻyuman. 

make it good  vt. ŋuwaḻyuman. 

make (usually ../ used to ..)  vt. guwathararra. 

male  n. ḏirramu. 

man  n. ḏirramu. 

man's child  n. gäthu. 

many  adj. dharrwa; 

 adj. mäypa; 

 adv. guḻku. 

many people  adj. warra. 

marginalised  vt. yarrkyarrkthuman. 

massive  adj. murrukay; 

 adj. ŋutu; 

 n. ḏokun. 

maternal grandmother and her brother  n. märi. 

maybe  adv. be; 

 adv. mak; 

 adv. wilak. 
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me  pro. nhäna; 

 pro. nhänany. 

me (associated with../ about..  pro. nyäkuruy. 

me (in../ on../ at../ with../ beside../ near..  pro. nyäkura. 

me (movement away from ..  pro. nyäkuru. 

me (movement towards ..  pro. nyäkuḻ. 

me (through ..  pro. nyäkurumurru. 

means  n. batjiwarr. 

meantime (in the ..)  n. guwarr. 

meat  n. bäwarran'. 

meeting  n. yän ganitji. 

merely  adv. yana. 

message  n. dhäwu. 

method  n. batjiwarr. 

middle  adv. gandarr. 

milk  n. ŋamun'kurr. 

mind  n. gayilinydjil. 

mine  pro. nyäku. 

miss  vt. witjarr'yun. 

mix  vt. gurru-manapan. 

mob  n. mala (3). 

moderately  adj. mä2; 

 adv. mä2. 

moiety name (the other moiety is called Dhuwa)  n. Yirritja. 

moiety name (the other moiety name is Yirritja)  n. Dhuwa. 

morning  adv. goḏarr'. 

morning (early hours)  n. djaḏaw'. 

mostly  adv. bayiŋ1. 

mother  n. ŋäṉḏi. 

mother-in-law (often mother's brother's wife)  n. mukul rumaru. 

motivated (become ..)  vt. djälmiŋgan. 

mouth  n. dhä; 

 n. dhurrwara. 

movement away from speaker  adv. djunama. 

movement towards them two  pro. dhupaliŋguḻi. 

movement towards this person  dem. djinakuḻ. 

muscle  n. ŋanak. 

music  n. manikay. 

music associated with dancing  n. buŋgul. 

my  pro. nyäku. 

myself  pro. nyäkuway. 

N  -  n 

naked  adj. warraŋul. 

name  n. ŋayikaṉa; 

 n. yäku (1). 

name given to describe the 'dhuwal' group of languages  n. dhuwal. 

name of a clan nation and the language they speak (Yirritja)  Pn. Wangurri. 

near him, her, it  pro. nhangura. 

near me  pro. nyäkura. 

near that person  dem. bayikura. 

near them (plural)  pro. dhanaliŋgura. 
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near them two  pro. dhupaliŋgura. 

near this person  dem. djinakura. 

near us plural (including the person spoken to)  pro. ŋalmaliŋgura. 

near us two (excluding the person being spoken to)  pro. ŋalinyuŋgura. 

near us two (you and I)  pro. ŋaliŋgura. 

near you (plural)  pro. nhumaliŋgura; 

 pro. nyeliŋgura. 

near you (singular)  pro. nhuŋgura. 

neck  n. djarŋgulk; 

 n. mani; 

 n. mayaŋ'. 

need  adj. ḏukṯuk. 

negative  adv. bayaŋu; 

 adv. ŋangawul. 

neice (woman's brother's child)  n. gäthu. 

nephew (woman's brother's child)  n. gäthu. 

never  adv. bayaŋu; 

 adv. ŋangawul. 

never mind  adv. bayaya. 

new  adj. yuṯa. 

new day  n. garkambarr. 

news  n. dhäwu. 

next day  adv. barkthunday. 

next few days (tomorrow, soon)  adv. barkthu. 

next new day  adv. goḏarr'. 

nice  adj. latju'; 

 vi. ŋuwatji. 

night  n. gämuk. 

night time  adv. munhaku. 

nightfall  adv. munhaku. 

nil  adv. ŋangawul. 

no  adv. bayaŋu; 

 adv. ŋangawul; 

 adv. yaka. 

no disagreement  adv. ḻonydju'. 

no good  adj. barrakiny. 

noise  n. rirrakay. 

nominaliser  suff. -da2; 

 suff. -nhara1; 

 suff. -nyara2; 

 suff. -ŋu. 

none  adv. bayaŋu. 

normally  adv. bayiŋ1. 

nose  n. gämurru'; 

 n. ŋurru. 

not  adv. bayaŋu; 

 adv. ŋangawul; 

 adv. yaka. 

not any  adv. bayaŋu. 

not at all  adv. bayaŋu. 

not believe  vi. yuṉdhun. 

not understand  vt. ŋamum. 

nothing  adv. bayaŋu; 

 adv. ŋangawul. 
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now  adv. djinaŋ bala. 

O  -  o 

obscured (be ..)  vi. djuḻuḻ'yun. 

obscured (be ..) (plural)  vi. djuḻu'yuḻuḻyu. 

observe  vt. nhäma; 

 vt. nhäŋu. 

observe (reduplicated means one person does/did it a lot or many people do it)  vt-redup. nhäma'nhama. 

observed  vt. nhäŋal. 

obstruct  vt. galmum. 

obstruct (plural)  vt-redup. galmu'walmum. 

occur (to ..  vi. maḻŋ'thun. 

of me  pro. nyäku. 

of that  dem. bayiku. 

of that, for that  dem. ŋunhuku. 

of them (plural)  pro. dhanaliŋgu. 

of them (two)  pro. dhupaliŋgu. 

of this  dem. djinaku. 

of us plural (including the person spoken to)  pro. ŋalmaliŋgu. 

of us two (excluding the person being spoken to)  pro. ŋalinyuŋgu. 

of us (yours and mine)  pro. ŋaliŋgu. 

of you (plural)  pro. nhumaliŋgu. 

of you (singular)  pro. nhuŋgu. 

of yours (plural)  pro. nyeliŋgu. 

off (without power)  vi. mukthun. 

off you go!  int. gatjuy. 

often  adv. bayiŋ1. 

Okay  int. ma'. 

okay  adj. manymak. 

old man  n. wuḻman. 

old people  adj. ŋaḻapaḻmi; 

 n. worruŋu. 

old person with white hair and wisdom  adj. ŋaḻapaḻ. 

old woman  n. wuḻuman. 

on and on  adv. ga-ga-ga; 

 suff. -a-a-a. 

on him, her, it  pro. nhangura. 

on me  pro. nyäkura. 

on that person  dem. bayikura. 

on that place  dem. ŋunhal. 

on that place, person, thing  dem. banhal. 

on them (plural)  pro. dhanaliŋgura. 

on them two  pro. dhupaliŋgura. 

on this person  dem. djinakura. 

on top  n. garramaṯ. 

on us plural (including the person spoken to)  pro. ŋalmaliŋgura. 

on us two (excluding the person being spoken to)  pro. ŋalinyuŋgura. 

on us two (you and I)  pro. ŋaliŋgura. 

on you (plural)  pro. nhumaliŋgura; 

 pro. nyeliŋgura. 

on you (singular)  pro. nhuŋgura. 

on your way  vi. gatju. 
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one  adj. waḻima; 

 adj. waŋgany; 

 adj. wiḏipiya'. 

one at a time  adv. waŋga'waŋgany. 

one by one  adv. mä-waŋgany. 

one (feeling and) mind  adv. mä-waŋgany. 

one group (into ..  adv. mä-waŋgany. 

one lot (into ..  adv. mä-waŋgany. 

one of a kind  adj. mä-waŋgany. 

only  adv. yana. 

open  vi. ḻapthun. 

open (out in the ..  adv. warraŋul. 

opening  n. dhurrwara. 

option  n. batjiwarr. 

or  conj. wo. 

Orginitative  suff. -kuŋ1. 

originating from her  pro. nhanguŋ. 

originating from him  pro. nhanguŋ. 

originating from it  pro. nhanguŋ. 

originating from me, out of me  pro. nyäkuŋ. 

originating from that person  dem. bayikuruŋ. 

originating from that place, idea, thing  dem. bayikuŋ. 

originating from them (plural)  pro. dhanaliŋguŋ. 

originating from them two  pro. dhupaliŋguŋ. 

originating from this person  dem. djinakuruŋ. 

originating from this place, thing  dem. djinakuŋ. 

originating from us; out of us (Ex)  pro. ŋanapiliŋguŋ. 

originating from us plural (including the person spoken to)  pro. ŋalmaliŋguŋ. 

originating from us two (excluding the person being spoken to)  pro. ŋalinyuŋguŋ. 

originating from us two (you and I)  pro. ŋaliŋguŋ. 

originating from you (plural)  pro. nhumaliŋguŋ; 

 pro. nyeliŋguŋ. 

originating from you (singular)  pro. nhuŋguŋ. 

Originator  suff. -guŋ2; 

 suff. -wuŋ. 

other  adj. waripu. 

other (reduplicated)  adj. waripu'waripu. 

other side  adv. raypa. 

our, of us, for us (1PlExDat) pro. ŋanapiliŋgu. 

our own (you and I)  pro. ŋaliŋguway ŋali. 

our (two) (excluding the person being spoken to)  pro. ŋalinyuŋgu. 

our (yours and mine)  pro. ŋaliŋgu. 

ours plural (including the person spoken to)  pro. ŋalmaliŋgu. 

out of this person  dem. djinakuruŋ. 

out of us plural (including the person spoken to)  pro. ŋalmaliŋguŋ. 

out of us two (excluding the person being spoken to)  pro. ŋalinyuŋguŋ. 

out of us two (you and I)  pro. ŋaliŋguŋ. 

out of you (plural)  pro. nhumaliŋguŋ; 

 pro. nyeliŋguŋ. 

out of you (singular)  pro. nhuŋguŋ. 

outside  adv. warraŋul. 

over  n. garrwar. 

overflow  vi. ḏaŋgalkthun. 

overtake  vi. djuḻkthun. 
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overtook  vi. djuḻkthuwan. 

owing  adj. rakuny. 

owner  n. waṯaŋu. 

P  -  p 

page  n. djorra'. 

pain (be in ..)  adj. barrakiny. 

pain (be in ..  vi. rirrikthun. 

pair  adj. wulay. 

palm (of hand)  n. goŋ. 

panic  vi. goŋ-wapapayun. 

paper  n. djorra'. 

paper bark  n. raŋan. 

paper bark container  n. dhaniya. 

part (main ..  n. rumbal. 

part of the whole  n. wäp. 

pass  vi. djuḻkthun. 

pass away  vt. guŋnharruman. 

pass on  vt. guŋan. 

passed away  vi. dhawar'yuwan. 

passed by  vi. djuḻkthuwan. 

path  n. batjiwarr. 

peace  n. marrparaŋ. 

peace (at ..  vi. ŋuwatji. 

perched above  vi. goyum. 

Perf  suff. -wan. 

perhaps  adv. be; 

 adv. mak. 

permit  vi. yoram. 

permit!  vi. yoraŋ. 

person  n. yolŋu. 

personal  adj. dharrpal. 

person's name  Pn. Ḏipulpuy; 

 Pn. Djalatjirri; 

 Pn. Gämburrwuy; 

 Pn. Gundjirryirr; 

 Pn. Mirrinybal; 

 Pn. Wanayawa. 

person's name (bag specifically for gathering cycad)  n. mingaminga. 

person's name (brother to Baṯaŋga, father of Wanayawa and Yotjiŋ)  Pn. Makarrwaḻa. 

person's name (cycad nut)  Pn. Bäṯawaṯa. 

person's name (Dhuwa)  Pn. Baparalk. 

person's name (father of Makarrwaḻa, Baṯaŋga and Djalatjirri)  Pn. Lanhupuy. 

person's name (shrubby tree that produces spear shafts)  Pn. Dhalnyirr. 

person's name (tree species used to produce spear shafts)  Pn. Waḏawaḏa. 

person's name (Yirritja) - (proper name for Wanayawa (Dayŋumbu 2) and Yotjiŋ's father, younger brother 
to Makarrwaḻa)  Pn. Bataŋga. 

petrol  n. ŋarkula. 

photo  n. wuŋuḻi. 

pick  vt. gulkthun (1); 

 vt. wanitjuman; 

 vt. warraṯthun. 
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pick up  vi. djoṉgum; 

 vt. ŋawatthun. 

picture  n. bittja'; 

 n. wuŋuḻi. 

pile  n. ŋurruk. 

place  n. gurru; 

 vt. nhinathuŋgan. 

place (at, in, on that ..  dem. ŋunhal. 

place (for Dhaŋu speaking clans)  n. ŋayambalk. 

place (many times)  vt-redup. nhina'nhinathuŋgan. 

place name  Pn. Yirrkala. 

place name (also Yurrwi and known in English as Milingimbi)  Pn. Miliŋinbi. 

place name (home place for Lanhupuy and also the name of Lanhupuy's brother. Lanhupuy's descendents 
are Dhurrkay and Ganybawuy's descendents are Munyarryun and Djirrkura)  Pn. 

Ganybuwuy. 

place name (Milliŋinbi community)  Pn. Yurrwi. 

place name (mission community on Elcho Island)  Pn. Galiwin'ku. 

place name (the city of Darwin, Northern Territory)  Pn. Maypurrŋa; 

 Pn. Murrurrŋa. 

place one's odour on something  vt. buŋganmiŋgan. 

place (used by Warramiri and Wangurri)  n. ŋirrima. 

plane  n. biḻayin. 

plant name (shorter species of cycad)  n. bäŋwuṯi. 

play  vt. wakalŋi. 

play around  n. wakal. 

please (polite request)  int. buku-djulŋi. 

pleasent  adj. latju'. 

plural  n. mala (1). 

plural marker - overt (used for people)  adj. warra. 

point  n. ŋurru. 

point (as in point of land)  n. gämurru'. 

poke  vt. dharryarryun. 

portion of  n. wäp. 

possibility  n. batjiwarr. 

pour  vt. rarrun. 

pour and pour  vt-redup. rarru-rarrun. 

pour (used to ..  vt. rarruwarra. 

power  n. ganydjarr. 

powerless  adj. rakuny. 

prayed  vi. ḏämbumiŋgan. 

pretend  vi. birrka'; 

 vi. birrka'yun; 

 vt. djängum. 

prevent  vt. galmum. 

prevent (plural)  vt-redup. galmu'walmum. 

primary  adj. ŋurruŋu. 

problem  n. gunyambi. 

proceed  vi. gatju. 

process  n. batjiwarr. 

procreate  vt. waka'-ŋurrkam. 

produce  vt. ŋamaŋamayun. 

professional  adj. djambatj. 

proper  adj. dhuṉḏay; 

 adv. dhunupa. 
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properly  adv. ŋuwaḻyuman. 

protected  adj. mulka' (2). 

public  adj. warraŋul. 

pull out  vt. warrkthun. 

purse  n. yilipi. 

push  vt. dur'yun. 

push (done many times, either by one person or many)  vt-redup. dur'turyun. 

put  vt. gunham; 

 vt. nhinathuŋgan. 

put aside  vt. gunham. 

put down  vt. nhinathuŋgan. 

put down (many times)  vt-redup. nhina'nhinathuŋgan. 

put (many times)  vt-redup. nhina'nhinathuŋgan. 

put on  vt. nhinathuŋgan. 

put on (many times)  vt-redup. nhina'nhinathuŋgan. 

put on top  vt. ŋalthuman. 

put (vocabulary specific to the collection of cycads )  vt. dhethuŋgan. 

Q  -  q 

question  vt. dhä-wirrka'yun. 

quickly  adv. wanhdha. 

quiet (be ..  vi. mukthun (1). 

quite  adj. mä2; 

 adv. mä2. 

quiz  vt. guḏi'-ŋupan. 

quote (indicates that someone is about to be quoted)  adv. gay. 

R  -  r 

re-energise  vt. buŋgaṯthuman. 

reach  vt. ŋayathan. 

ready (borrowed from English)  adv. reṯi. 

real  adj. rumbal. 

recently  adv. barpuru. 

Reciprocal Relationship  suff. -'manydji. 

reciprocal relationship  suff. -'manydji. 

recognise  vt. dharaŋgan. 

reduce  vi. buputjun. 

reed species with edible corm  n. nyamnyam'; 

 n. nyapurru; 

 n. räkay. 

reflection  n. wuŋuḻi. 

Reflexive  suff. -mi. 

refresh  vt. buŋgaṯthuman. 

relation  n. gurruṯu. 

relationship term that a man uses for his sister  n. muŋguypa. 

relative  n. gurruṯu. 

relatively  adj. mä2; 

 adv. mä2. 

rely on  vt. miyarrka-nhäma. 

rely on (negative connotation)  vt. räy-nhäŋal. 
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remember  vi. guyaŋi. 

report  vt. rakaram. 

reproduce  vt. waka'-ŋurrkam. 

request someone's help  vt. mä-ḻiŋgan. 

resonsibility (not accept ..  vt. maŋutji-wulam. 

respect  vt. mä-ŋal'thun. 

respect (cause .. for  vt. buŋgaṯthuman. 

rest  vi. gayŋiya. 

rest (plural)  vi-redup. gayŋi'gayŋiya. 

restrict  vt. galmum. 

restrict (plural)  vt-redup. galmu'walmum. 

restricted  adj. dhuyu. 

return  vi. ḏirrun; 

 vi. ḏitjun. 

reveal  vt. rarrarrkum. 

rib  n. djamurr. 

right  adj. dhuṉḏay; 

 adv. dhunupa. 

right there  adv. bäyma. 

right up until  adv. gutjparr'. 

rinse  vt. ḻupthuman. 

ripe  adj. borum (1). 

river  n. djarŋgulk; 

 n. mani; 

 n. mayaŋ'. 

road  n. batjiwarr. 

rock  n. bäthu. 

round  adj. burumun'. 

run  vi. ṉaŋ'thun. 

rush  vt. buku-warrwarryun. 

S  -  s 

sacred  adj. dharrpal; 

 adj. dhuyu. 

sadness  n. warwu. 

safe  adj. mulka' (2). 

salty  adj. ḻurrumu. 

same  adj. rrambaŋi. 

same place  adv. bäyma. 

sand  n. garminydjarrk; 

 n. munatha'. 

Saturday (having hunger)  n. marrya'mi. 

savour  vt. dhäkay-wiŋ'wiŋdhun. 

saw  vt. nhäŋal. 

saw (to cut timber)  n. garrkatji. 

say  vi. garrun; 

 vt. garru. 

say (usually ../ used to ..)  vi. garruwarra. 

scared  vi. biyaṉiyi. 

scatter  vi. ḻatjuwarr'yun. 

scrub  vt. rurrwuyun. 

search  vi. rangam; 
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 vt. rangan. 

searching  n. ranganhara. 

secret  adj. dhuyu. 

secure  adj. mulka' (2). 

security  n. marrparaŋ. 

see  vt. nhäma; 

 vt. nhäŋu. 

see (reduplicated means one person does/did it a lot or many people do it)  vt-redup. nhäma'nhama. 

seed  n. maŋutji (2); 

 n. mel. 

seek  vi. rangam; 

 vt. rangan. 

seize  vt. djakawarrun. 

select  vt. djarr'yun. 

send  vt. djuy'yun; 

 vt. yängum; 

 vt. yänguman. 

send with  vt. djuy'yun. 

sense  vt. dhäkay-ŋäma. 

separate  adj. bärrkuwaḻ; 

 adv. barrkuwaḻ; 

 adv. gäna; 

 vi. barrkuwaḻyumu; 

 vt. guŋanharrun. 

separate (to ..)  vt. barrkuwaḻyuman. 

separate (usually ../ used to ..)  vt. barrkuwaḻyumarra. 

sew  vt. dharryarryun. 

shade  n. warraw'. 

shadow  n. warraw'. 

shake  vt. yalkthun. 

share  vt. dhä-wumbum. 

sharing together  vi. dhä-wumbunhami. 

she (also he or it)  pro. nhän1. 

shell  n. ŋaraka. 

shells of the cycad nut  n. rarrakrarrak. 

shelter  n. gali' (2); 

 n. warraw'. 

shocked (be ..  vi. ṉirrun. 

shoe  n. ṉuku. 

shoo!  adv. bärrku (2). 

short  adj. dhumbuḻ'. 

short while  n. guwarr. 

should have but didn't  adv. bilaŋ garri. 

show  vi. milkum. 

show out  vt. waḏaḻkuman. 

show (will ..  vt. milkuŋ. 

shower (have a ..  vi. waḏapthun. 

shut  vt. ḏam'thun; 

 vt. gungam. 

sick  adj. barrakiny. 

sicken  vi. rirrikthun. 

sickness  n. rerri. 

sickness (a polite way of talking about a sickness, especially with older people)  n. ŋambaŋambatj. 

side  n. djamurr; 
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 n. gali' (1). 

side by side  adv. ḻonydju'. 

side of face  n. burumun'. 

signals a situation that should have happened but didn't  adv. warri. 

silent (be ..  vi. mukthun (1). 

similar  adj. rrambaŋi. 

sing  vt. miyaman. 

sing (either one person singing many times, or a lot of people singing  vt-redup. miya'miyaman. 

sing out  vi. buku-warramat. 

singer with a very clear voice  n. ŋarakawaḻkaḻ. 

sister  n. yapa. 

sister (what a man calls his sister)  n. muŋguypa. 

sister (younger)  n. yukuyuku. 

sit  vi. nyena. 

sit!  vi. nyenay. 

sit  vi. nyin. 

sit around!  vi-redup. nyena'nyinay. 

sit (for a group of people only)  vi. wurruykay. 

sit (for a number of people/things)  vi. ḏäpthun. 

sit in water  vi. buwalun. 

sit (plural)  vi-redup. nyena'nyina. 

sit (singular only)  vi. dhutkay. 

sit (usually.. / used to..  vi. nyinarra. 

site  n. gurru. 

size  n. rumbal. 

skill  n. gakal'; 

 n. räl. 

skilled person  n. räl-wulam. 

skillful  adj. djambatj. 

skin  n. galŋa. 

skin name (actually subsection name for a Dhuwa female)  Pn. Galikali. 

skinny person (bones are visible under skin)  n. ŋarakawaḻkaḻ. 

sky  n. garramaṯ; 

 n. garrwar. 

sleep  vi. gayŋiya; 

 vi. ŋoya. 

sleep (used to ..  vi. ŋoyarra. 

slice  vt. gulkthun; 

 vt. mitthun. 

small  adj. yutjuwaḻa'. 

small ammount  adj. ḻurrkun'. 

smash  vt. baḻ'paḻyun. 

smashed  vt. baḻ'paḻuwan. 

smell  vt. gunhan; 

 vt. nhuman. 

smell!  vt. nhumul. 

smoothe  vt. barkthun. 

snatch  vt. djakawarrun. 

sniff  vt. gunhan. 

so  conj. mä3. 

soak  vt. ḻupthuman. 

soil  n. munatha'. 

soldiers  n. mariŋu (1). 

someone  adv. be. 
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something else  dem. dhika nhä. 

sometime  adv. bilaŋ; 

 adv. birrka'miyu. 

sometimes  adv. bayiŋ1. 

somewhat  adj. mä2; 

 adv. mä2. 

somewhere  adv. be. 

son (man's child)  n. gäthu. 

song  n. manikay. 

song leader (Yirritja only)  n. ḏalkarra. 

soon (tomorrow or the next few days)  adv. barkthu. 

sorrow  n. warwu. 

sorrowful and telling others  vi. gurrupuru-yalkyalkthun. 

sort of  dem. bitjuwaŋ. 

sort out  vt. mala-yarr'yun. 

sound  n. rirrakay. 

sour  adj. ḻurrumu. 

speak  vi. garrun. 

speak!  vi. rakaraŋ. 

speak  vt. garru. 

spiritual power  n. mä1. 

splitting apart  vi. ḻatjuwarr'yun. 

spoil  vt. miḏikuman. 

sport  n. wakal. 

spouse (and their clan and land)  n. barrkimi. 

spread  vt. barkthun. 

spring  n. maŋutji (3). 

stand  vi. dhäya; 

 vi. djingaryun. 

stand (plural)  vi-redup. dhäya'thaya. 

standing around  vi-redup. dhäya'thaya. 

start  vt. ŋurru-yirr'yun. 

startled (be ..  vi. ṉirrun. 

statement  n. dhäwu. 

steal  vt. djakawarrun. 

step onto something  vt. bulukthun. 

stick  vi. mam'thun. 

stick (as in stick in the throat)  vi. gaṯthun. 

stick (cause to ..  vt. mam'thuman. 

stick (plural)  vi-redup. mam'mamdhun. 

still  adv. yana. 

still (no wind)  adj. rakuny. 

sting  vt. guwarun. 

stomach  n. guḻun' (1). 

stone  n. bäthu. 

stop  vi. dhawar'yun. 

stop (shortened form)  vi. gul. 

store  vt. gunham. 

story  n. dhäwu. 

straight  adj. dhuṉḏay; 

 adv. dhunupa. 

straight away  adv. djinaŋ bala. 

stray  vi. winya'yun. 

stray (reduplicated)  vi-redup. winya'winyayun. 
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street  n. batjiwarr. 

strength  n. ganydjarr. 

string bag  n. yilipi. 

strong  adj. ḏäl. 

subsection name (Dhuwa female)  Pn. Galikali. 

subsection name (male Dhuwa)  Pn. Burralaŋ'. 

Suffix indicating that the word it is attached to has been referred to previously.  suff. -ya. 

sugar  n. munatha'. 

sun  n. walu. 

sunrise  n. djaḏaw'. 

surface  n. ŋapa. 

surname used by Wangurri (actually a "ḻikan yäku")  Pn. Dhurrkay. 

surprised  vi. ganyim'thun. 

surprised (be ..  vi. ṉirrun. 

suspended  vi. goyum. 

swim  vi. ḻupthun; 

 vi. waḏapthun. 

T  -  t 

table  n. bala'pala. 

tag question  int. ya; 

 q. ŋanydja. 

tag question requiring an affirmative response  q. ŋe. 

take  vi. djoṉgum; 

 vt. golam; 

 vt. gutjparru (3); 

 vt. ŋawatthun; 

 vt. warraṯthun. 

take away  vt. djakawarrun. 

take-off (as with a plane, car, boat or other vehicle)  vi. ṉakaman. 

talk  vi. garrun; 

 vt. garru. 

taste  n. dhäkay; 

 vt. gatjarr'yun. 

teach  vt. marŋgiwuŋ. 

teacher  n. marŋgiwuŋandami. 

tears  n. milkarri. 

tease  n. wakal. 

tell  vi. garrun. 

tell!  vi. rakaraŋ. 

tell  vt. garru; 

 vt. rakaram. 

tell a lie  vt. djängum. 

tell on  vt. rakaram. 

tell (reduplicated)  vt-redup. raka'rakaram. 

tell (used to ..  vt. rakararra. 

tell (usually ../ used to ..)  vi. garruwarra. 

temperature (hot)  n. gorrmur'. 

temple (at the side of the face)  n. räy. 

temple (part of the head between the eye and the ear)  n. miyarrka. 

temporal case marker  suff. -dhu2; 

 suff. -thu1; 
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 suff. -yu3. 

temporary  n. guwarr. 

test  vi. birrka'yun. 

test the taste  vt. dhäkay-wirrka'yun. 

thankyou (with a sense of indebtedness)  int. buku-djulŋi. 

that  conj. banha. 

that agent, instrument  dem. bayiŋ2 (1). 

that agent tag  adv. ya wayiŋ. 

that distant place (from ..)  dem. dhuwaliŋuru. 

that (from ..)  dem. beŋuru. 

that (human object of a transitive verb)  dem. banhany. 

that in close proximity (accusative demonstrative)  dem. dhuwany. 

that (in fairly close proximity, but not as near as "dhaŋu")  dem. dhuwan. 

that (in, on, at that place, person, thing)  dem. banhal. 

that (in the unseen distance or something already mentioned)  dem. banha. 

that person (associated with ../ about ..)  dem. bayikuwuy. 

that person (at, on, beside, near ..)  dem. bayikura. 

that person (from ..)  dem. bayikuru. 

that person (originating from ..)  dem. bayikuruŋ. 

that person (through ..)  dem. bayikurumurru. 

that place, idea, thing (associated with ../ about ..)  dem. bayikuy. 

that place, idea, thing (from ..)  dem. bewaḻi. 

that place, idea, thing (originating from ..)  dem. bayikuŋ. 

that place, idea, thing (through ..)  dem. banhawitjan; 

 dem. bayiwitjan. 

that somewhere nearby  dem. dhika. 

that (through ..)  dem. dhuwalitjan. 

that (through ../ along ..)  dem. bawitjan. 

that time (at ../ during ..)  adv. bayinyamiyu. 

that time tag  adv. ya wayiŋ. 

that (to that place, idea, thing in the unseen distance or already referred to)  dem. banhambal. 

that (towards .. person)  dem. bayikuḻ. 

that unseen  dem. dhika. 

that way  adv. djunama. 

that-Acc  dem. ŋunhany. 

that-Agent  dem. ŋunhuŋ (1). 

that-Assoc (-Hu)  dem. ŋunhukuy. 

that-Assoc (+Hu)  dem. ŋunhukuwuy. 

that-distant  dem. ŋunha. 

that-Orig (-Hu)  dem. ŋunhukuŋ. 

that-Orig (+Hu)  dem. ŋunhukuruŋ. 

that-Temp  dem. ŋunhuŋ (2). 

that's  dem. bayiku. 

their own (plural)  pro. dhanaliŋguway dhanal. 

their (two)  pro. dhupaliŋgu. 

theirs (plural)  pro. dhanaliŋgu. 

theirs (two)  pro. dhupaliŋgu. 

them plural (associated with ../about ..)  pro. dhanaliŋguruy. 

them plural (in, at, on, with, beside, near ..)  pro. dhanaliŋgura. 

them plural (movement towards ..)  pro. dhanaliŋguḻ. 

them plural (object of transitive verb)  pro. dhanaliny. 

them plural (originating from ..)  pro. dhanaliŋguŋ. 

them plural (through ..)  pro. dhanaliŋgurumurru. 

them two (associated with ../ about ..)  pro. dhupaliŋguruy. 
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them two (from ..)  pro. dhupaliŋguru. 

them two (in ../ at ../ on ../ with ../ beside ../ near ..)  pro. dhupaliŋgura. 

them two (movement towards ..)  pro. dhupaliŋguḻi. 

them two (object of transitive verb)  pro. dhupaliny. 

them two (originating from ..)  pro. dhupaliŋguŋ. 

them two (through ..)  pro. dhupaliŋgurumurru. 

then  adv. baya; 

 adv. ŋärrun; 

 conj. bala; 

 dem. bayiŋ2. 

then (from ..)  dem. bayawaḻi. 

there (close)  adv. bäyma. 

there (distant)  dem. ŋunhal. 

there (from ..)  dem. beŋuru. 

there (in fairly close proximity, but not as near as "dhaŋu")  dem. dhuwan. 

there (in the unseen distance or something already mentioned)  dem. banha. 

there (to there unseen)  dem. banhambal. 

therefore  adv. be; 

 conj. mä3. 

they (plural)  pro. dhanal. 

they two  pro. dhupal. 

things  n. girri'. 

think  vi. birrka'yun; 

 vi. guyaŋi. 

this (agent)  dem. djinaŋ (1). 

this (for ..)  dem. djinaku. 

this (from ..)  dem. dhawuru. 

this (in the proximity of the speaker)  dem. dhaŋu. 

this non-person (to ..)  dem. dhambal(a). 

this person (at ../ on ../ in ../ with ../ beside ../ near ..)  dem. djinakura. 

this person (from ..)  dem. djinakuru. 

this person (movement towards ..)  dem. djinakuḻ. 

this person (originating from ..)  dem. djinakuruŋ. 

this person (out of ..)  dem. djinakuruŋ. 

this person, place or thing (about ..)  dem. djinakuwuy; 

 dem. djinakuy. 

this person, place or thing (associated with ..)  dem. djinakuwuy; 

 dem. djinakuy. 

this person (through ..)  dem. djinakurumurru. 

this place (at ..)  dem. djinal. 

this place or thing (towards ..)  dem. dhaŋumbal. 

this place, thing (originating from ..)  dem. djinakuŋ. 

this thing or person (object of a transitive verb)  dem. dhaŋuny. 

this (through ..)  dem. dhawitjan. 

this (time)  dem. djinaŋ (2). 

this-way  adv. räli. 

three  adj. ḻurrkun'. 

throat  n. djarŋgulk; 

 n. mayaŋ'. 

through  suff. -gurumurru; 

 suff. -kurumurru2; 

 suff. -murru1; 

 suff. -wurumurru4. 

through him, her, it  pro. nhangurumurru. 
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through me  pro. nyäkurumurru. 

through that  dem. bawitjan; 

 dem. dhuwalitjan. 

through that (-Hu)  dem. ŋunhuwitjan. 

through that person  dem. bayikurumurru; 

 dem. ŋunhukurumurru. 

through that place, idea, thing  dem. banhawitjan; 

 dem. bayiwitjan. 

through them (plural)  pro. dhanaliŋgurumurru. 

through them two  pro. dhupaliŋgurumurru. 

through this  dem. dhawitjan. 

through this person  dem. djinakurumurru. 

through us  pro. ŋalmaliŋgurumurru; 

 pro. ŋanapiliŋgurumurru. 

through us two (excluding the person being spoken to)  pro. ŋalinyuŋgurumurru. 

through us two (you and I)  pro. ŋaliŋgurumurru. 

through you (plural)  pro. nhumaliŋgurumurru; 

 pro. nyeliŋgurumurru. 

through you (singular)  pro. nhuŋgurumurru. 

throw  vt. gutjparru (2). 

throw away  vt. djalkthun; 

 vt. gutjparr'. 

throw out  vt. ḏupthun; 

 vt. djalkthun; 

 vt. gutjparr'. 

thus  adv. bilanya; 

 adv. bitjan; 

 adv. ya wilanya; 

 adv. ya'; 

 dem. bilinya. 

thus (often said when an expected noise/circumstance is about to occur)  adv. gam'. 

thus (used to do it ..)  adv. bitjarra. 

tie  vt. wapiyan. 

time  n. ḏaykun'; 

 n. walu. 

time being (for the ..)  n. guwarr. 

to her  pro. nhanguḻ. 

to here  dem. dhambal(a); 

 dem. dhaŋumbal. 

to him  pro. nhanguḻ. 

to it  pro. nhanguḻ. 

to me  pro. nyäkuḻ. 

to no avail  adv. gulkuru. 

to that  dem. ŋunhambal. 

to that person  dem. ŋunhukuḻ(i). 

to that place, idea, thing in the unseen distance or already referred to  dem. banhambal. 

to them (plural)  pro. dhanaliŋguḻ. 

to there (unseen)  dem. banhambal. 

to this (non-person)  dem. dhambal(a). 

to this person  dem. djinakuḻ. 

to this place, thing  dem. dhaŋumbal. 

to, towards  suff. -guḻi3; 

 suff. -ḻi; 

 suff. -wuḻi4. 
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to us  pro. ŋanapiliŋguḻ. 

to us plural (including the person spoken to)  pro. ŋalmaliŋguḻ(i). 

to us two (excluding the person being spoken to)  pro. ŋalinyuŋguḻ. 

to us two (you and I)  pro. ŋaliŋguḻ. 

to where  dem. nhäḻi. 

to you (plural)  pro. nhumaliŋguḻ(i); 

 pro. nyeliŋguḻ(i). 

to you (singular)  pro. nhuŋguḻ(i). 

together  adv. rrambaŋi. 

tomorrow  adv. barkthunday. 

tomorrow (or soon, next few days)  adv. barkthu. 

tongue  n. matha; 

 n. ŋäṉarr. 

took  vt. warraṯthuwan. 

top  n. garrwar; 

 n. ŋapa. 

top (at the ..  n. ŋapaḻ. 

totemic ancestors  n. waŋarr. 

touch  vt. balnhdhurryun; 

 vt. dhäkay-ŋäma; 

 vt. ŋayathan. 

touch (many times)  vt-redup. balnhdhu'balnhdhurryun. 

towards that person  dem. bayikuḻ. 

track  n. batjiwarr. 

traditional healer  n. marrŋgitj. 

trail  n. batjiwarr. 

travel  vi. warr'warrun. 

tree  n. darpa; 

 n. gäyu. 

tree name (cypress pine)  n. ḻanapu'. 

tree species (paper bark)  n. raŋan. 

tree species used to produce spear shafts  Pn. Waḏawaḏa. 

treed area  n. ḏiltji (1). 

trick  vt. djängum. 

trouble  n. gunyambi; 

 n. mari. 

truck  n. durak. 

true  adj. dhuṉḏay; 

 adj. gulitj; 

 adj. rumbal; 

 adj. yultha; 

 adv. dhunupa. 

truly  adv. gal'ŋu; 

 adv. mä-yuwalk. 

truthful  adj. dhuṉḏay; 

 adv. dhunupa. 

try the taste  vt. dhäkay-wirrka'yun. 

turn  vi. bilyun. 

turn up (to ..  vi. maḻŋ'thun. 

turtle  n. mirrinyu. 

turtle (sea turtle)  n. miyapunu. 

two  adj. burrpar. 

two (this is the general word for two. The specifically Wangurri word is "burrpar")  adj. märrma'. 

tyre  n. ṉuku. 
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U  -  u 

um  int. nhäpa. 

unable to  adv. gulkuru. 

unclear  adj. buwayak. 

under  adv. ŋoy. 

understand  vt. dharaŋgan. 

unique  adj. mä-waŋgany. 

unknowing  adj. bawa'. 

unnamed things  n. nhä mala. 

unsuccessful  adj. gulkuru. 

unsure  vt. mä-yumbal'yun. 

until  adv. baya. 

untrue  adj. nyäḻ'. 

unwell (be ..  vi. rirrikthun. 

up until  adv. dhäkay. 

upper  n. garrwar. 

upper arm  n. barka. 

us including you (associated with ../ about..  pro. ŋalmaliŋguruy. 

us plural (excluding the person being spoken to) (associated with ../ about ..  pro. ŋanapiliŋguruy. 

us plural (including the person spoken to) (for ..  pro. ŋalmaliŋgu. 

us plural (including the person spoken to) (in ../ at ../ on../ with../ near../ beside..  pro. ŋalmaliŋgura. 

us plural (including the person spoken to) (movement towards ..  pro. ŋalmaliŋguḻ(i). 

us plural (including the person spoken to) (object of transitive verb)  pro. ŋalmaliny. 

us plural (including the person spoken to) (originating from ../ out of ..  pro. ŋalmaliŋguŋ. 

us two (but not you) (object of transative verb)  pro. ŋalinyuny. 

us two (excluding the person being spoken to) (associated with ../ about ..  pro. ŋalinyuŋguruy. 

us two (excluding the person being spoken to) (in.. / at../ on../ near../ beside../ with..  pro. 

ŋalinyuŋgura. 

us two (excluding the person being spoken to) (movement away from ..  pro. ŋalinyuŋguru. 

us two (excluding the person being spoken to) (originating from..  pro. ŋalinyuŋguŋ. 

us two (excluding the person being spoken to) (through..  pro. ŋalinyuŋgurumurru. 

us two (you and I) (associated with.. / about..  pro. ŋaliŋguruy. 

us two (you and I) (in../ at../ on../ near../ with../ beside..  pro. ŋaliŋgura. 

us two (you and I) (movement away from ..  pro. ŋaliŋguru. 

us two (you and I) (movement towards ..  pro. ŋaliŋguḻ. 

us two (you and I) (object of transitive verb)  pro. ŋaliny. 

us two (you and I) (originating from ../ out of..  pro. ŋaliŋguŋ. 

us two (you and I) (through..  pro. ŋaliŋgurumurru. 

us (1 Pl Ex Acc)  pro. ŋanapiliny. 

used to  adv. bayiŋ1; 

 suff. -rra. 

used to carry  vt. wutjparruwarra. 

used to come  vi. ŋarrarra. 

used to come (for three or more people)  vt. ŋaykarra. 

used to do thus  adv. bitjarra. 

used to go  vi. ŋarrarra. 

used to go (for three or more people)  vt. ŋaykarra. 

used to pour  vt. rarruwarra. 

used to say  vi. garruwarra. 

used to sit  vi. nyinarra. 

used to sleep  vi. ŋoyarra. 

used to tell  vi. garruwarra; 
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 vt. rakararra. 

usually  adv. bayiŋ1. 

usually come  vi. ŋarrarra. 

usually go  vi. ŋarrarra. 

usually say  vi. garruwarra. 

usually sit  vi. nyinarra. 

usually tell  vi. garruwarra. 

V  -  v 

vanish  vi. winya'yun. 

vanish (reduplicated)  vi-redup. winya'winyayun. 

variety  adj. waripu'waripu. 

verb suffix for neutral form of group 2A verbs  suff. -ma1. 

verbalising suffix  suff. -dhu-2; 

 suff. -thu-1; 

 suff. -yu-3. 

very  adv. marimi; 

 adv. yulŋum. 

very long  adj. goy'-wekarra. 

W  -  w 

wail  vi. warwu-walapum. 

waist  n. gandarr. 

wait  vi. gäḻkuḻam. 

walk a lot  vi. ŋarra'ŋarra. 

walk around  vi. ŋarra'ŋarra. 

walk (many people)  vi. ŋarra'ŋarra. 

want  adj. ḏukṯuk; 

 vi. djäl. 

warm up  vi. ratjun. 

wash  vi. waḏapthun; 

 vt. rurrwuyun. 

waste away  vi. yir'yun. 

water  n. gapu; 

 n. makati; 

 n. ŋarkula. 

waterhole  n. guḻun' (2); 

 n. maŋutji (3). 

way  n. batjiwarr. 

way of life  n. rom. 

we (exclusive)  pro. ŋanapu. 

we plural (including the person spoken to)  pro. ŋalma. 

we two (but not you)  pro. ŋalinyu. 

we two (you and I)  pro. ŋali. 

we two (you and I) (object of transitive verb)  pro. ŋaliny. 

we two (you and I) ourselves  pro. ŋaliŋguway ŋali. 

welcoming  adj. mä-ŋuwatji. 

well  adj. manymak; 

 n. maŋutji (3). 

went ahead  vi. djuḻkthuwan. 
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went downhill  vi. dhuniyan. 

went downhill (plural)  vi-redup. dhuni'dhuniyan. 

went (for three or more people)  vi. ŋaykan. 

wet (get ..  vi. waḏapthun. 

what  dem. nhä. 

what number?  q. nhämunha'. 

what time  q. nhätha. 

what (to..  dem. nhäḻi. 

what to do  q. nhalpiyan. 

whatever else  n. ŋunhuŋ-nhä. 

whats-a-name  n. wälaŋu. 

whats-his-name  n. wälaŋgu. 

wheel  n. ṉuku. 

when  adv. baya; 

 conj. banha; 

 q. nhätha. 

where  adv. ŋala; 

 adv. wanha; 

 conj. banha. 

where?  q. ŋala; 

 q. wanha. 

which  conj. banha. 

which (human object of a transitive verb)  dem. banhany. 

which way  dem. nhäḻi. 

white  adj. watharr. 

white person  n. balanda; 

 n. ŋäpaki'; 

 n. wurrapanda. 

who  conj. banha; 

 q. yol. 

whole lot  n. bukmak. 

whole lump of something  n. ṉukumi. 

wind  n. wäŋi. 

wiped out  vi. buwayatji. 

with him, her, it  pro. nhangura. 

with me  pro. nyäkura. 

with them (plural)  pro. dhanaliŋgura. 

with them two  pro. dhupaliŋgura. 

with this person  dem. djinakura. 

with us plural (including the person spoken to)  pro. ŋalmaliŋgura. 

with us two (excluding the person being spoken to)  pro. ŋalinyuŋgura. 

with us two (you and I)  pro. ŋaliŋgura. 

with you (plural)  pro. nhumaliŋgura; 

 pro. nyeliŋgura. 

with you (singular)  pro. nhuŋgura. 

withdraw money  vt. gulkthun. 

without  suff. -nharra. 

without food or money  adj. dhäpark'. 

without power (electiricity, mechanical)  vi. mukthun. 

woman  n. miyalk. 

woman's brother's child  n. gäthu. 

woods  n. ḏiltji (1). 

word  n. dhäruk; 

 n. ŋäṉarr. 
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work  n. djäma; 

 n. wark'; 

 vi. warkthun. 

workers (become ..)  vi. djämamiyin. 

world  n. munatha'. 

worry  vi. warwuyun. 

worship  vt. mä-ŋal'thun. 

wrapped up  adj. ḏämbu-ḻumbak. 

wrongly think  vi. birrka'. 

Y  -  y 

year  n. dhuŋgarra. 

yes  adv. yow. 

Yesterday  adv. yawungu. 

yesterday  adv. barpuru. 

you (plural)  pro. nhuma; 

 pro. nyeli. 

you plural (associated with .., (about ..  pro. nhumaliŋguruy. 

you plural (associated with ../ about ..  pro. nyeliŋguruy. 

you plural (for .., (of ..  pro. nhumaliŋgu. 

you plural (from..  pro. nhumaliŋguru. 

you plural (from ..  pro. nyeliŋguru. 

you plural (in.. /on.. /at.. /with.. /beside.. /near..  pro. nyeliŋgura. 

you plural (in.., (on.., (at..,(with.., (beside.., (near..  pro. nhumaliŋgura. 

you plural (movement towards..  pro. nyeliŋguḻ(i). 

you plural (object of a transitive verb)  pro. nyeliny. 

you plural (object of transitive verb)  pro. nhumaliny. 

you plural (originating from.. / out of..  pro. nyeliŋguŋ. 

you plural (originating from.., (out of..  pro. nhumaliŋguŋ. 

you plural (through ..  pro. nhumaliŋgurumurru; 

 pro. nyeliŋgurumurru. 

you plural (to..  pro. nhumaliŋguḻ(i). 

you (singular)  pro. nhunu. 

you singular (associated with .. / about ..  pro. nhuŋguruy. 

you singular (in.., /on.., /at.., /with.., /beside.., /near..  pro. nhuŋgura. 

you singular (movement away from ..  pro. nhuŋguru. 

you singular (object of verb)  pro. nhuna. 

you singular (originating from .. / out of ..  pro. nhuŋguŋ. 

you singular (through ..  pro. nhuŋgurumurru. 

you singular (towards ..  pro. nhuŋguḻ(i). 

young  adj. yutjuwaḻa'. 

younger sibling  n. yukuyuku. 

your own (singular)  pro. nhuŋguway. 

your (plural)  pro. nhumaliŋgu; 

 pro. nyeliŋgu. 

your (singular)  pro. nhuŋgu. 

yours (singular)  pro. nhuŋgu. 
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